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PAMELA ROSENKRANZ 

Pamela Rosenkranz’s paintings and sculptures take aim at the empty centers of history, politics, and contemporary culture 
as a whole. They address the shifting philosophical and scientific meanings of the ‘natural’ and the ‘human’ during 
Anthropocene (the geological epoch marked by the impact of human activities on the ecosystem). Rosenkranz deploys a 
palette of patented icons—polyethylene water bottles, soft drinks, Ralph Lauren latex paint, Viagra, Ilford photo paper, 
and ASICS sneakers—and augments them with flesh-toned silicone and acrylic paint. Her insistence on the ‘naturalness’ 
of these seemingly unnatural materials is premised on the fact that they were all produced by human activity.  

For Our Product (Venice Biennale, 2015) Rosenkranz fills the architectural container of the Swiss Pavilion with a specially 
synthesized scent and an animated pool of skin-toned viscous fluid. This ‘product’ is imbued with chemical compounds 
both actual and fictitious—Neotene, Selentis, Holeana—that ambiguously invoke the list of ingredients on health drinks 
as much as the chemical components of their plastic containers. The pavilion melts down and aggregates personal, 
cultural, and national identifications in an attempt to reach the core illusion of identity as such. 

To create Sexual Power (Viagra Paintings, 1-11) (2014), the artist sheathed the exhibition space in transparent plastic, ingested 
the eponymous performance-enhancing drug, and painted a series of human-scale aluminum plates with flesh-toned 
pigment on site. The environment was further suffused by artificial light evocative of sunrise and sunset and synthetic cat 
pheromones (a common ingredient in commercial perfumes). Here, the artist’s chemically mediated anti-expressionist 
gestures contrast sharply with the mythology of heroism and immediacy associated with other postwar “action painters.” 
Rosenkranz’s world is one in which the artist must be reduced to the physical interactions of neurochemical processes.  

The 2013 series Because they try to bore holes appropriates unauthorized reproductions of Yves Klein’s International Klein 
Blue (which he claimed had the capacity to cause viewers to transcend material concerns and induce a sensation of 
boundlessness) for opposite ends: the bubbles which populate Rosenkranz’s hand-mounted inkjet prints foreground 
immanence and material constraint. In contrast to Klein, she undermines the claim that art might transcend its immediate 
reality; here, the signification of apparent gesturality is reduced to its evolutionary and capitalist conditions of production.  

The domestication and commodification of organically occurring entities under capitalism is evoked through the corporate 
slogans that populate Rosenkranz’s work: Fiji’s “Untouched by man;” Evian’s “The most important body of water is 
yours;” ASICS’s anima sana in corpore sano. Rosenkranz views bottles of water as small bodies of nature, marketed as a 
health and beauty product that cleanses the human body from the inside out. Eternal youth and the preservation of purity 
are branded and sold as beauty ideals. She short-circuits this conceit by filling the branded vessels with flesh-toned 
silicone, a material ordinarily used to smooth the appearance of skin on camera, as though a homogenized solution of 
one’s own body.  

Pamela Rosenkranz was born in Uri, Switzerland in 1979. She received her MFA from the Academy of Fine Arts, Bern, in 2004, and 
completed an independent residency at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam in 2012. Her project Our Product was selected to represent 
Switzerland at the 56th Venice Biennale in 2015, and was the first recipient of the Paul Boesch prize. 

Previously, her work was featured in the 55th Venice Biennale, The Encyclopedic Palace, curated by Massimiliano Gioni. Rosenkranz’s 
first solo exhibition in the United States, Because They Try to Bore Holes, took place at Miguel Abreu Gallery in 2012. Other solo 
exhibitions include Anemine (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2016), My Sexuality (Karma International, 2014), Feeding, Fleeing, Fighting, 
Reproduction (Kunsthalle Basel, 2012), Untouched by Man (Kunstverein Braunschweig, 2010), No Core (Centre d’Art 
Contemporain, Geneva, 2012), Our Sun (Swiss Institute, Venice, 2009), and This Is Not My Color / The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People, a two-person show with Nikolas Gambaroff (Swiss Institute, New York, 2011). Recent group exhibitions of note include 
the 2014 Taipei Biennial, Beware Wet Paint (ICA London), Speculations on Anonymous Materials (Fridericianum, Kassel), 
Descartes’ Daughter (Swiss Institute, New York), EXPO1: New York (MoMA PS1, New York), Chat Jet: Painting <Beyond> the 
Medium (Künstlerhaus Graz), the 2012 Liverpool Biennial, In the Holocene (The MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge, MA), A 
Disagreeable Object (Sculpture Center, New York), and When Attitudes Become Form (CCA Wattis, San Francisco). 

Her work is held in the collections of Kunsthaus Glarus, Kunsthaus Zurich, the Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago. A monograph on her work, No Core, was published by 
JRP|Ringier in 2012.  



Charlotte Jansen, “Common scents: Pamela Rosenkranz’s latest exhibition is right on the nose,” Wallpaper.com, May 12, 2017
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Keep Your Splendid, 
Silent Sun

Mitchell Anderson on the art of Pamela Rosenkranz

Using commercial objects and ideas Pamela Rosen-
kranz (b. 1979, Switzerland; lives in Zurich and Bern) 
explores a halo of emptiness that presses like air against 
the human race. Slick and precise, she has assimilated 
the work of the Southern California Light and Space 
movement, as well as the predigested conceits of the 
Minimal Conceptualists that helped define the art of 
her youth. Seemingly seeking a reduction to nothing-
ness for both herself as an artist and her work, yet 
maintaining a strong visual vocabulary, she is like a 
subatomic particle that must be defined by what it is 
not. Her practice can be penetrated via its opposition 
to the subjectivism that became integral to art during 
the latter half of the twentieth century. Through a ques-
tioning and emptying of both meaning and form, she 
challenges the abilities of earlier generations to embed 
emotion and plot into objects and ideas. Now, fleeting 
moments are shown as empty and shallow, rather than 
full and beautiful, and the temporary experiences and 
fragility of human life are seen as something not to 
find energy within, but as statements of our biological 
weaknesses. Her deconstruction of the romanticism of 
art is also her assault against the romanticism of life. 
By questioning art�s affair with illusory subjectivity, 
Rosenkranz hits us at the center of our most guarded 
superiority: culture. She chips away from there.

This assault is most overt in a series of works deal-
ing with Nouveau r�alisme artist Yves Klein. Death of 
Yves Klein (2011) is a single-channel video of unmoving 
cerulean blue hung as a painting. Roughly simulating 
the hallmark International Klein Blue, which Klein 
chose because he felt it captured endless space, her video 
contains an audio overlay that lists the chemicals that 
many believe led to Klein�s death at the age of 34. Both a 
sly, dehumanizing, reference to the infamous Windows 
system software �blue screen of death� and a shrewd 

art-historical reference, the piece equates the chasing of 
artistic legend with suicide, and it uses standard tech-
nology � the light emitted by a television � to evoke 
a supposed cultural masterpiece. 

The series Because they tried to bore holes in my great-
est and most beautiful work (2011�12) takes images of 
Klein�s blue monochromes (1956�62) from the Internet 
and blows them up to human scale. Problems of digital 
representation and translation pair with an imperfect 
mounting process that scars the resulting prints. Rosen-
kranz draws upon the physical nature of things to take 
revenge upon the idea of the visually transcendent. 
These pieces, much like her video, show the mono-
chrome as an empty though visually appealing tone on 
which we invest feelings of divinity and grace. 

Rosenkranz�s series of acrylic on gold and silver 
emergency blankets, Stretch Nothing (2009) and Ex-
press Nothing (2011), are another example. Skin tone 
markings made with sliding hands and arms appear 
energetic yet controlled. The works reference not only 
Klein�s appropriation of the body in his Anthropometries 
(1959�62), painted by pressing or dragging a painted 
female body, but more directly Janine Antoni�s Loving 
Care (1992). This performance and resulting installation, 
done a number of times in the early to mid-1990s, saw 
Antoni paint exhibition space floors by dipping her hair 
in a bucket of Loving Care hair dye and slowly paint-
ing herself and the audience out of the space. As with 
Rosenkranz�s pieces, the final form is physical without 
being literal. Rosenkranz has long been interested in 
the commercial names of colors, and she often includes 
them in the titles of her works: �Creamy Brown,� �Fresh 
Ebony� and �Milky Stay� are a few fleshy examples. This 
is also true of Antoni�s performances. The hair dye color 
is �Natural Black�; as a branded item derived from an 
organic order, it is an important part of the artwork�s 
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labeling. But when Rosenkranz makes a reference to the 
body it is one of true absence. In Antoni�s performance, 
her personal body became a public material, and the hair 
dye related to her mother. Rosenkranz refuses to grant 
any personal privilege or backstory in her explorations. 
One of her most impressive abilities is to make her-
self disappear within a process-based and corporal art. 

For an idea of how nonorganic Rosenkranz�s work 
is, compare it to Klein�s first experiments using the 
human form as a paintbrush. In 1958 he experimented 
with menstrual and ox blood, but the resulting works 
were destroyed after they caused Klein nightmares. 
Rosenkranz, in her circling of the body, prefers the 
completely synthetic, refusing to deal with the physical 
body even as she does so. Hers is a belief in the plastic 
over the organic � that the truth lies in these empty 
fabrications. When she visually refers to skin, she refers 
not to the skin of human mammals but to the skin 
of Barbie and high-end sex dolls. Always hairless and 
flawless, they are empty surfaces that suggest a whole. 
This is the complexion of well-lit porn, aspirational for 
a first world that is constantly plasticizing its popular 
views of the body.

Rosenkranz crafts works about humanity with the 
air of someone who is not human. Imagine the dispo-
sition toward humans spouted by popular representa-
tions of superior humanoids (X-Men�s Magneto, for 
example) and you�ll find this mimicked subtly in her 
work. Exemplary of this is Bow Human (2009�12), a 
series of sculptures featuring crouched human shapes 
covered tightly with gold emergency blankets. They 
are slick updates of Antoni�s Saddle (2000), an empty 
human form on hands and knees crafted from trans-
lucent golden rawhide. Rosenkranz�s cold, severe and 
reflective sculptures show the figure in its most cower-
ing state. Where Antoni finds beauty in the wildness 
and fragility of the human form, Rosenkranz shows 
detachment at best. Her title may read as a command 
��Bow, human!� � a statement echoed throughout 
science fiction by dominant alien beings. 

The initial striking beauty of these works comes 
mainly from the emergency blanket, a thin plastic sheet 
developed by NASA in the 1960s that conserves 97% 
of the body�s radiated heat. This artificial covering pro-
tects the human body from one of its many vulnerabili-
ties while being almost materially perfect itself. Thus 
Rosenkranz presents a cheaper, simpler and stronger 
stand-in for gold. They are the opposite of Roni Horn�s 
Gold Field (1980�82), a hundredth-of-a-millimeter-thick 
solid sheet of annealed gold that tenuously hovers on 
the floor. It was created because Horn �wanted a closer 
relationship with the sun.� Rosenkranz�s gold blankets 
correlate with an interest in the sun as well, but as a 
symbol for a coreless center. Both the paintings and 
the sculptures were first shown in her exhibition �Our 
Sun,� in 2009, at the Istituto Svizzero di Roma�s Venice 
location. Tellingly, she opened the press release with 
a quote from the philosopher Reza Negarestani: �For 
after all, the Sun is only an inevitable blind spot for the 
Earth that bars the scope of the abyss.�

That exhibition was also the first to include Firm Be-
ing (2009�14), a series of acrylic-and-polyurethane-filled 
PET water bottles with their branded labels intact. They 
congregate in corners on the floor, are packed together 
in glass-front display refrigerators or are sometimes 
alone in vitrines. The seal is broken on each, and they 
are usually full of different approximations of the range 
of human skin color. They�re figures with no personal-
ity, an empty whole, human beings as branded contain-
ers. They form a strange opposition to the masses of 
individually wrapped candy that Felix Gonzalez-Torres 
made between 1990 and 1993, particularly Untitled (Por-
trait of Ross in L.A.) (1991). Here, the designated amount 
of multicolored candies corresponds to the ideal weight 
of the artist�s dead lover. By letting viewers freely take 
pieces of candy, thus letting the physical form of the 
work ebb and flow, Gonz�lez-Torres wanted to create 
a living allegory for eternal life. Rosenkranz�s solid 
entities refuse that. While they relate to the body in a 
similarly indirect way, they are never concerned with 
death because they are never concerned with life. 

Water or something related to it flows throughout 
Rosenkranz�s work. In addition to the bottles there 
have been pools (skin toned, Skin Pool, 2014, or blue, 
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Clean Eyes, 2014), running sinks (More Stream, 2012) 
and video projections (Loop Revolution, 2009). Water is 
a transparent, visually barren substance that the human 
race has endlessly contemplated. Rosenkranz choses it 
not because it reflects purity but because, like plastic, 
it projects nothingness. This has been illustrated with 
works like Firm Being (Content Water) (2010) in which 
she filled Fiji-brand water bottles with clear polyure-
thane, using the artificial to perfectly imitate the purely 
organic. The marketing of water and other lifestyle 
brands is central to her practice. Titles of exhibitions 
and works have borrowed slogans as statements of fact: 
�The Most Important Body of Water is Yours� (Evian) 
and �Untouched by Man� (Fiji), for example. Other 
times she seems to create her own slogans: �Noth-
ing Unbound,� �As One,� �The Wild Blue Me,� �My 
Evolution.� 

You Are the Weather could easily be one of these. 
Roni Horn�s first photographic installation (1994�96) 
consists of one hundred images of a girl�s face rising out 
of Icelandic geothermal pools. All water and skin, only 
slight differences of expression and atmosphere are be-
trayed. The confrontational work exhibits a broad range 
of emotions � those of the photographer, the water and 
the girl. A confluence of the same subjects is seen in a 
series of large-scale inkjet prints Rosenkranz soaked in 
Smart Water and then let dry before framing. Meaning 
Metaphores (2012) uses a stock image of a child�s face 

with a world map overlaid on it to question the notion 
that the human body is similar to the Earth�s bodies of 
water. While Horn shows the changing nature of both 
the human face and water (as steam, as cloud, as liquid), 
Rosenkranz diminishes the idea to a meaningless level 
of internet-ready randomness. It reduces the human 
to the level of water, exposing an unspoken truth: the 
water in different branded bottles is pretty much the 
same, and so are we. 

That many of the ideas and tropes fundamental 
to Rosenkranz�s practice had their genesis in her 2009 
Venice show comes as no surprise. The city has inspired 
artists for centuries. And yet, much in the same way 
that she doesn�t deal with lived experience, her work 
never traced the romantic idea of the wet, decaying 
city. Venice, like the work of Antoni, Gonzalez-Torres, 
Horn and Klein, has at its cultural core a magnetism for 
the subjective nature of human thought. Rosenkranz, 
however, cuts through these entrenched societal feel-
ings and looks for objective truth.  

With �My Sexuality,� an installation at Zurich�s 
Karma International in June 2014, Rosenkranz expand-
ed her practice from sight and sound to the element of 
smell. Synthetic cat pheromones, which also affect hu-
mans, wafted through the plastic-draped gallery, where 
six projectors shone blue and pink on aluminum panels 
dripped and spread with acrylic. The paintings, Sexual 
Power (Viagra Paintings, 1�11) (2014), are vulgar and 
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Venice Biennale (solo); Zabludowicz Collection,  

London (group).

Mitchell Anderson is an artist and writer living in 
Zurich. He runs the alternative space Plymouth Rock and 

is Flash Art Switzerland Correspondent.

visceral, using fleshy tones that expose inner beauty in 
the literal manner of Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer. It 
was a clear transition for Rosenkranz�s practice, discard-
ing the commercial for the self-created, referencing the 
self the way mirrors do. 

Her interest in addressing other human senses is at 
its beginning. Having returned to Venice to represent 
Switzerland at the Venice Biennale, Rosenkranz now 
seeks to silently attack all of the senses at once. In the 
air of nothingness that surrounds her themes, it is im-
portant to remember Gonzalez-Torres�s central piece 
when he represented the United States at the Venice 
Biennale in 2007: two circular reflecting pools that 
touch just enough that their water is shared, Untitled 
(1992�95). In Venice, Rosenkranz�s body of water is 
solitary and encompassing, seemingly holding to it-
self while affecting every viewer that enters the space. 
Rosenkranz knows that we do more than drink water. 
We see it bottled, puddled or wild in the ocean, but also 
breathe it in and feel it against and within our skin at all 
times. It is close to nothing, but for us it is everything. 
Rosenkranz�s explorations are the same; in her reduc-
tion to emptiness she achieves a monumental depth.

This page:
Bow Human (2012)

Next Page:
Meaning Metaphors 
(2012)

All images courtesy of 
the Artist; Miguel Abreu 
Gallery, New York; and 
Karma International, 
Zurich
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Imagine the essence of humanity as an object. Pamela Rosenkranz can,
and sure does. When she represents Switzerland this year at the 56th
Venice Biennale, her nation’s pavilion will “mix the materiality of a
Central European skin color,” she told Artsy. “I want to somehow to
think about why does skin color attract us and what does it mean? Why
are these skin colors so predominant?”

Rosenkranz’s presentation averts its inquiry to the ontological realm, an
extension of Speculative Realism. The school of philosophy, best
championed by Robin Mackay and Reza Negarestani (with talons
reaching as far as Margaret Atwood’s foreboding tales) follows the
metaphysical belief that thinking and being aren’t bound as binaries—
nor are they exclusively human.

It’s a rather popular ideology among those deeply entrenched in Internet
and digital circles.  “It tries to find new terms to name the new
problems,” says Rosenkranz, not yet thirty-five, explaining her takeaways
from the philosophical school, where existence is not defined by
experience. Often the human body is felt by its absence, with objects
replacing it instead. Her practice bridges philosophy and art—
Rosenkranz sees the two modes as equals—in order for her to bring

My Evolution (Resort White), 2012
56th Venice Biennale

Pamela Rosenkranz

“points together to know more and create something that hasn’t been
seen before.” It’s evident in her work that human physicality is being
tested to the limits of our understanding.

As an artist who sources material on the Internet, Rosenkranz’s practice
follows not a predestined path but rather her own curiosity. She operates
like a detective, investigating ideas or information bits until all facts are
found. In that way, Rosenkranz, for her pavilion project, “works on the
many levels of the senses. There’s smell, light, color, all kind of
immaterial components that are integrated into the appearance of the
architecture.”

Rosenkranz is somewhat of a Biennale darling. Instead of working the
gallery stage, she has often found herself creating within parameters
dictated by inquisitive curators, like Venice Biennale curator Okwui
Enwezor’s “age of anxiety” that’s shaping the 56th Biennale and
Massimiliano Gioni (of the 55th Biennale), whose Imagined
Encyclopedic Palace wooed Venice in 2013, or Hicham Khalidi of the
2014 Marrakech Biennale,  which beckoned artists to reflect upon “where
society is now,” especially in the context of the Arabic nation’s unique
political situation amongst its fellow MENASA countries. Rosenkranz
supplied a work exploring shades of blue, the color with most varieties
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perceived by the human eye.

Museum curators, particularly those helming more cutting-edge
institutions, clear space for her conceptual creations. No exception is
fellow-countryman Hans Ulrich Obrist, who storms the Astrup Fearnley
Museet in Oslo in his upcoming Europe Europe survey of the Continent’s
under-35-and-blessed. Rosenkranz, naturally, has been anointed with the
honor.  She’s also shown at the New York’s Swiss Institute, Kunsthalle
Basel, and Centre d’Art Contemporain Geneva. Still, according to
international art world press, her gallery efforts have been strong,
especially adored by the New York Times, which raved about both her
solo efforts at Miguel Abreu Gallery, in New York’s Lower East Side.  It
was also in Rosenkranz’s home turf, at Karma International, the show
“My Sexuality” (2014) caught the eye of European critics, featuring a
series of paintings evoking Yves Klein’s Anthropométries—painted in-situ,
after swallowing Viagra, in gestural spatters of flesh-toned paint. It’s well
known that Viagra has little effect on female biology, except for
expanding capillaries, thereby inducing a woman to blush, such as did

Our Sun, 2009
56th Venice Biennale
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SHARE THIS ARTICLE

Rosenkranz when she painted the canvases. The “blushing,” as

Rosenkranz has explained, is a gesture often culturally interpreted as one

of shame. As one might expect, Rosenkranz is not, in her estimation,

subverting the patriarchy or commenting on the perimeters of female

sexuality. Rather, in her view, she is commenting on the cultural

constructs of perception. This piece—as with her practice—attempts to

attune us to how identity in society arrives through each other’s

perceptions. It’s all skin deep.

For “Our Product,” the title of Rosenkranz’s Swiss Pavilion, her

understanding of the essence of humanity is fluid—superficial, literally.

She has installed her recognizable water-bottles—“I created this product

—it’s a solution liquid of the Central European skin color”—and smell-

based works—“I worked with Dominique Ropion and Frederic Malle.

The idea was to make a scent that’s similar to the liquid monochrome

Central European Skin color, they constructed molecules to make a

synesthetic appearance of the liquid”—as part of a sensorium, which

treats“the pavilion almost like an object.” All the works’ ephemerality

wafts with the very questions that line Rosenkranz’s practice. “What does

it mean to be human? How do we perceive it?,” she asks. “I want to get

beyond certain things that are a standard and seem obvious but think

deeper about what that means.”

—Julie Baumgardner

Swiss Pavilion, May 9—Nov 22, Giardini

Explore the 56th Venice Biennale on Artsy.
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The Great Acceleration, 2014
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objects� the material world� without reference to tradi-
tional humanistic ideas about subjectivity. Are you at ease 
with this Speculative Realist label?

ROSENKRANZ  I try not to think about art in terms 
of the primacy of subjective interpretation, but to engage 
instead with the reality of materials beyond our affective 
engagement with them. Speculative Realism is a vague 
umbrella term and I don�t see my work as exemplary of it in 
a direct way. I am just interested in engaging with philoso-
phers who incorporate contemporary ideas in their theories. 
I have tried to understand the implications that Reza�s and 
Robin�s work holds for art. I�ve investigated such questions 
as: How do we connect with art biologically? What does 
neurology tell us about the meaning of art? To what extent 
is art geographically determined? What are we made of and 
why does it make us feel how we feel? 

ROSENMEYER  Your work could be construed as 
sharply critical because it debunks certain ingrained notions 
about human life, such as how sexual attraction works. 
Would it be right to say that your goal is a kind of emanci-
pation from outmoded concepts� a process that can seem 
cruel at first?

ROSENKRANZ  I am concerned with exploring how 
scientific findings change popular conceptions of what it 
means to be human, and that can be quite confrontational. 
For example, it�s interesting how advances in neurosci-

instead of fleeing, so that the cat can easily catch it and ingest 
it. Ultimately, once inside the cat, the parasite can reproduce.  

We, too, can be infected by the parasite as intermedi-
ate hosts, becoming part of its scheme of attraction in 
more subtle ways. In France there is a very high infection 
rate� 55 percent� most likely caused by the prevalence of 
undercooked and raw meat in the cuisine. Overall, about 30 
percent of people in Europe carry the parasite. But toxoplas-
mosis is a worldwide phenomenon. Because of this parasite, 
humans are attracted to a certain scent that originates from 
a cat pheromone; this scent can be found in many perfumes, 
allegedly Chanel No. 5, for instance. The parasite has accom-
panied us for a long while and could well be behind cultural 
icons like Batman�s Catwoman. And apparently female car-
riers are more likely to wear designer clothes. We tend to see 
sexuality as one of the main markers of our individuality� it 
helps define us� but not only does our own biological sys-
tem react to sexual attractions in ways that we can�t control, 
but there are also parasites that can neurologically influence, 
or possibly even direct, our sense of attraction. 

ROSENMEYER  Ever since your work was included 
in the 2013 show �Speculations on Anonymous Materi-
als� [at the Fridericianum in Kassel] it has been linked 
with Speculative Realism. There�s no fixed definition of the 
philosophical school, but we might say that it is concerned 
with understanding the relationship between people and 

with skin-colored pigments on metallic emergency blankets, 
allude formally to Yves Klein�s seminal �Anthropom�tries.� 
Yet Rosenkranz seems uninterested in the mysticism touted 
by the French artist. Indeed, the title of one 2011 series of 
paintings underscores the ethos behind much of Rosenkranz�s 
work: �Express Nothing.�   

The artist is frequently mentioned in the same breath as 
the philosophical school du jour, Speculative Realism. She 
has collaborated with two of its most important thinkers, 
Robin Mackay and Reza Negarestani, whose texts feature in 
No Core, her 2012 monographic catalogue. Rosenkranz and 
I started our conversation in Spiez, the sleepy town on the 
shores of Lake Thun where her parents live, on a rainy day in 
the summer of 2014 and continued the exchange via e-mail 
in the following months while she prepared for her move, 
with her husband and child, from Zurich to New York. 

AOIFE ROSENMEYER  For �My Sexuality,� your 
recent show at Karma International in Zurich, you lined the 
entire gallery interior with plastic sheeting. On view was 
the 2014 series �Sexual Power (Viagra Paintings, 1-11).� 
These works feature synthetic flesh-tone pigments applied to 
aluminum panels that were propped against the walls of the 
gallery. You made the paintings in situ, applying the color 
directly with your hands after having taken Viagra. The press 
release noted how your complexion �appeared to glow with 
a strange red flush.� This resonates with traditional ideas 
of blushing as a sign of female modesty. Yet you pointedly 
claimed male territory by taking medication designed for 
men and imitating the painterly gestures of Yves Klein or 
the hyper-masculine Abstract Expressionists. 

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ  Blushing is associated with 
being ashamed, but if you mention that you�re blushing, it�s 
as if you�re proud of being ashamed: �Look! I am blushing for 
you!� What makes someone blush exactly? Blood pumping 
faster and becoming visible through the skin. I usually don�t 
blush, but the medication brought that ability to the surface. 
I am interested in how we are entangled with our sexual 
material, and at what point we can be independent of it.This 
work is not about identifying the limits of a female body, of 
course. It�s about exploring how perceptions of our physical-
ity� aspects like blushing� are in fact culturally constructed. 

ROSENMEYER  The 2014 work Attraction (Red and 
Blue), also in the Karma International show, included three 
projectors beaming red light and three blue. Synthetic cat 
pheromones circulated through the gallery, propelled by the 
hot air from the projectors� fans. I�ve heard that the scent of 
this chemical can have a powerful effect on us because of the 
parasitic disease toxoplasmosis. Can you explain this further?

ROSENKRANZ  Cats are the main host of toxoplas-
mosis. Mice, humans and other mammals are intermediary 
hosts. The parasite wants the mouse that has been infected to 
be attracted to the cat, so it invades the region of the mouse�s 
brain where sexual arousal occurs, and then the parasite reacts 
to the scent of the cat. This makes the mouse approach the cat 

WHEN THE VENICE BIENNALE opens in May, Pamela 
Rosenkranz, who is representing Switzerland, will be 35 
years old. Despite her relative youth, she is no stranger to 
high-profile exhibitions. In 2008, while she was still a student 
at Switzerland�s Hochschule der K�nste Bern, Rosenkranz 
participated in both the 5th Berlin Biennale and Manifesta 
7, in Trentino, Italy. In 2010, the year she graduated with a 
master�s in contemporary art practice, she had solo exhibitions 
at the Centre d�Art Contemporain Gen�ve as well as  
Germany�s Kunstverein Braunschweig. Her rise to promi-
nence in the art world has since continued with shows in 
museums and galleries on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Rosenkranz has received such wide attention in part 
because her work raises fundamental� and potentially  
troubling� questions about what it means to be human in  
the contemporary world. She refers unsentimentally to her 
body as �material� and has spoken of a �human-indifferent 
universe.� Though formally understated, Rosenkranz�s  
paintings, sculptures and installations are informed by her 
extensive research into fields ranging from marketing and 
medicine to philosophy and religion. The historical avant- 
gardes also provide a touchstone. Taking a cue from Surrealist  
objects, she�s filled branded water bottles with various flesh-
tone liquids and clogged running shoes with similarly hued 
resin, transforming these everyday consumer goods into 
uncanny sculptures. Her gestural paintings, often rendered 
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objects� the material world� without reference to tradi-
tional humanistic ideas about subjectivity. Are you at ease 
with this Speculative Realist label?

ROSENKRANZ  I try not to think about art in terms 
of the primacy of subjective interpretation, but to engage 
instead with the reality of materials beyond our affective 
engagement with them. Speculative Realism is a vague 
umbrella term and I don�t see my work as exemplary of it in 
a direct way. I am just interested in engaging with philoso-
phers who incorporate contemporary ideas in their theories. 
I have tried to understand the implications that Reza�s and 
Robin�s work holds for art. I�ve investigated such questions 
as: How do we connect with art biologically? What does 
neurology tell us about the meaning of art? To what extent 
is art geographically determined? What are we made of and 
why does it make us feel how we feel? 

ROSENMEYER  Your work could be construed as 
sharply critical because it debunks certain ingrained notions 
about human life, such as how sexual attraction works. 
Would it be right to say that your goal is a kind of emanci-
pation from outmoded concepts� a process that can seem 
cruel at first?
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scientific findings change popular conceptions of what it 
means to be human, and that can be quite confrontational. 
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ence challenge our understanding of identity. Through new 
scientific research into the evolutionary history of the brain, 
we can understand the self not as a fixed entity but as an 
ever-changing process. This can be emancipatory for some, 
perhaps; it can also feel limiting because we become aware  
of new constraints that are operating on us. 

Consider something basic, like how we see. From an evo-
lutionary standpoint, the operation of our eyes was determined 
at a time when we, as a species, were not yet even human� we 
were still creatures in the sea. The eyes we inherited developed 
the receptors for blue because those are the frequencies that 
make it into the deep ocean. Understanding our eyes as organs 
that have developed over very long spans of time helps us to 
think differently about images we see in the contemporary 
world. There�s no pure image streaming through our retinas, 
giving us access to truth. Vision is very physical and conflicted. 

ROSENMEYER  How do you conduct your research? 
ROSENKRANZ  Mostly by reading online. Also by 

reading papers and books and having conversations, but 
online research is the greatest resource, as it keeps up with 
the pace of speculative investigation. Of course, like a hypo-
chondriac seeking medical help from search engines, you 
can race to conclusions that are much too extreme. But at 
the same time, you cannot say �doctor Google� is bad; it will 
probably soon be better than your general practitioner.

ROSENMEYER  Flesh tones appear frequently in both 
your paintings and sculptures. An early piece from 2007, I 
almost forgot that ASICS means Anima Sana in Corpore Sano, 
comprises a pair of sneakers filled with pale pink resin. The 
title refers to the Japanese sportswear company�s Latin slo-
gan, �A healthy soul in a healthy body.� You�ve rendered the 
shoes useless, casting in doubt the brand�s promise of physi-
cal and spiritual vitality through fitness. Standing in the 
place of a human figure are resin blobs; they are the familiar 
color of flesh, but the overall effect is estrangement.

ROSENKRANZ  When I work with skin color in a 
monochrome form, it is to present an element from daily 
experience� both from advertising and from our interactions 
with real people� as an abstraction. Successful marketing is 
mastering how people react to things automatically. It�s been 
said that the more skin that is in an advertisement, the more 
people will look at it. I am interested in how this trigger 
works on us biologically. I wanted to work with flesh tones at 
first because I was attracted to the colors. By asking myself 
why this was so, I became aware of the biological trigger, and 
I tried to establish a distance from it.

It seems important to confront the constructed adver-
tising image, where we encounter an idea of beauty, and to 
develop a deeper sensitivity for the physical basis of attraction. 
I don�t want to refer to marketing or advertising as something 
that is only to be maligned; the field is also a reflection of 
material realities. I�ve thought a lot about the problem of 
anorexia: why do we associate very thin bodies with fashion 
models? The sheer prevalence of depictions of beautiful, thin 
models might, of course, have a catalyzing effect, but there 
may be a biological reason why such bodies are seen as appeal-
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the years: in groups arranged on the floor of a gallery, on ped-
estals, or even in refrigerated retail display cases. How did these 
modified water bottles become a staple of your practice?

ROSENKRANZ  My work with water has come a long 
way. It started with thinking about anorexia, as water remains the 
only intake that anorexics still like. Similar to air, light and smell, 
water is an intake that you can absorb but still physically �disap-
pear.� Then there is the whole idea of a health-conscious consumer 
purging to purity� the idea that water might flush out toxins that 
accumulate in fat deposits. Even though this notion of �scum� or 
�slag� does not really have a basis in biology� we can�t target these 
entities or secrete them� the belief in such impurities remains a 
powerful motivator for the health industry. Water has similarities 
to other products, like fair-trade coffee, that give us the feeling of 
being less guilty. I am not being cynical here, but people clearly 
feel guilty and burdened, and products are designed with placebo 
elements to make the buyer feel better.

There are several water brands that I find exemplary for 
this idea of purity. Evian is probably the one that works with 
the most �innocent� image. But like air, water is never pure, even 
when transparent; it is a complex composition of elements with 
minerals. And it is not totally clean, only more or less so. Water, 
even bottled water, can be contaminated with bacteria or other 
components, like residues of medication, which threaten our 
health. And furthermore it can be� and this is very important 
with bottled water in plastics� contaminated with hormonelike 
substances in the long run. Even when regulations are in place to 
exclude certain phthalates like bisphenol A, research shows that 
particles that have not yet been identified enter this water from 
the plastics that hold it, and they have made hormone-sensitive 
snails procreate at accelerated rates. Research links this to the 
fact that girls now menstruate earlier and sperm cells are becom-
ing slower. So even Fiji water, sold on the idea of a sacred source, 
water untouched by man and uncontaminated by �the compro-
mised air of the 21st century�� as their slogan goes� cannot 
escape this unholy connection.  

ROSENMEYER  Looking ahead to the spring, what 
can you tell me about your project for Venice?

ROSENKRANZ  I can�t reveal much about the project 
at this point. But I can say I am going further into my work 
on the human surface, extending this into the realm of the 
senses. By drawing from scientific research on the neurobio-
logical basis of perception and its effects, such as attraction, I 
have been slowly developing an evolutionary perspective on 
art that�s really at the core of my Venice project. By using skin 
color and the aesthetic surfaces of various consumer products, 
I also want to address questions of identity� dissolving the 
very concept into its materiality. 

ROSENMEYER  When you say dissolving, are you 
implying that identity is fluid and changeable?

ROSENKRANZ  Or maybe even dispensable. It would 
be great to manage to get beyond the features of identity. 
Male, female, dark, pale, nice, mean, etc.� it is all relative 
within our psychological and physiological structure. I think 
there are much more interesting and important aspects that 
define us.  

ing in the first place. In the face of such narrow and poten-
tially tragic understandings of beauty, art can be a vehicle to 
develop new perspectives, fusing insights from different fields. 
Art is very powerful, I think, for encouraging greater indepen-
dence in our perception of what is attractive. 

ROSENMEYER  In some respects your work dema-
terializes the body� treating it as a symbolic value for 
marketing, for example. At the same time, you always offer 
a physical, even corporeal experience in the gallery, where 
visitors encounter objects on a human scale. 

ROSENKRANZ  I think of everything as physical, 
even the flat works. When I use glass, I always use reflec-
tive glass; the reflection ties the work to the space in which 
it is displayed. I�m also interested in how LCD screens can 
reproduce image-based stimuli with light. I am fascinated by 
what the light from screens does to us, how it interferes with 
our sleep rhythms, for example. Or, think about naked skin 
appearing in pornography. Those images have a very clear 
biological impact, creating an intriguing point of intersec-
tion between ideas of immateriality and materiality, the 
physical and the virtual.

ROSENMEYER  You�ve repeatedly used a few types of 
consumer goods in your sculptures, especially sneakers and water 
bottles. The series �Firm Being,� ongoing since 2009, features 
bottles manufactured by Evian, Vittel, SmartWater and other 
brands. You�ve replaced the clear water with murky liquids, again 
in shades of pink. I�ve seen these displayed in various ways over 
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Firm Being (Stay 
True), 2009, 500 
ml PET bottle 
and silicon with 
pigments, 17 by 
6 by 6 inches. 
Courtesy Karma 
International and 
Miguel Abreu 
Gallery.

Opposite top, view 
of Rosenkranz�s 
exhibition �Feeding, 
Fleeing, Fighting, 
Reproduction,� 
2012. 

Opposite bottom, 
Living Colors, 2012, 
video projection, 
dimensions 
variable. 

Both at 
Kunntshalle Basel.
Courtsey Karma 
International. 
Photos Gunnar 
Meier. 
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Die Neuen
Man nennt sie Digital Natives, Generation Y oder 
Millenials. Sie kennen das Internet seit ihrer 
Kindheit. Und bringen gerade eine neue K� nst�
lergeneration hervor. Sie schafft sich ihre eigenen 
Spielregeln �  mit neuen Ideen, neuen Bildern, 
neuen Materialien. Wir stellen zehn K� nstler vor, 
die die Zukunft pr� gen werden. Ein Dossier � ber 
Ed Atkins, Trisha Baga, Simon Denny, Aleksandra 
Domanović, Camille Henrot, Helen Marten, 
Jon Rafman, Pamela Rosenkranz, Avery K. Singer 
und Jordan Wolfson
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P amela Rosenkranz steht kurz vor dem 
Abflug. Es soll nach New York gehen, 
wohin sie mit ihrer Familie zieht. Und 

außerdem nach Venedig, wo sie 2015 den 
Schweizer Pavillon gestalten wird. Wie sie 
die Städte unter einen Hut bekommt, weiß 
Rosenkranz noch nicht. „Aber heute spielt 
der Wohnort keine große Rolle mehr“, sagt sie 
über Skype. So wie das Gespräch mit der 1979
in Sils-Maria geborenen Künstlerin online 
stattfindet, kann auch der nationale Beitrag 
für die Biennale über den Atlantik hinweg 
organisiert werden. Für diesen gebe es ver-
schiedene Optionen, sagt sie. Insofern wohl 
auch noch Redebedarf.

Sprechen kann man mit der Künstlerin 
über Skype ziemlich gut. Sie sitzt vor dem 
Laptop, trinkt aus einem Porzellanbecher, 
ab und zu taucht ein Katzenohr auf und ihre 
Hand verschwindet unterm Tisch. Ein war-
mer Blick und Streicheleinheiten für das 
Haustier. Die Kunst, die die Künstlerin aus-
stellt, ist nicht so warm. Falls sich Tempera-
turunterschiede überhaupt eignen, um die 
Ästhetik von Rosenkranz zu beschreiben. 
Die Materialien, die sie für ihre Skulpturen, 
Installationen und Wandarbeiten verwendet, 
sind synthetisch, kalt. 

Im Kasseler Fridericianum installierte sie 
bei der Schau „Speculations on Anonymous 

PAMELA
R OSENKRANZ
untersucht K� rperkult und 
Optimierungswahn �  
und mischt schon mal Katzen�
pheromone in die Luft
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Pamela Rosenkranz wird unter anderem vertreten von 
der Galerie Karma International, Zürich

Materials“ einen Kühlschrank mit Plastikfla-
schen der Marke Glacéau Smartwater. Sie wa-
ren allerdings mit Silikon und Kunsthautpig-
menten gefüllt. Rosenkranz hatte aus dieser 
Arbeit also nicht nur das Wasser verbannt, das 
wegen der Verschmutzung der Atmosphäre 
von der Tochterfirma des Coca-Cola-Kon-
zerns vorgeblich aufwendig gereinigt wird, 
sondern auch den menschlichen Körper, den 
dieses Getränk stärken soll. Im Zeitalter der 
plastischen Medizin und Fitnessstudios er-
innert das hautfarbene Silikon nur noch an 
dessen künstliche, optimierte Gestalt. 

Mit Begeisterung widmet sich Rosenkranz 
einem Parasiten, der Katzen befällt. Über 
den ausgeschiedenen Kot kann er auf andere 
Säugetiere übertragen werden und soll dazu 
führen, dass sie sich zu Katzen hingezogen 
fühlen. Als die Künstlerin außerdem heraus-
fand, dass bestimmte Parfümbestandteile 
aus Katzensekreten gewonnen werden, ent-
schied sie sich für ein Experiment: Über die 
Lüftung eines Projektors verbreitete sie das 
synthetisierte Katzenpheromon von Chanel 
No. 5, das – so Rosenkranz – theoretisch die 
Katzenhysterie der westlichen Kultur natur-
wissenschaftlich erklären könnte: Es handelt 
sich um einen Parasiten, eine Krankheit. 

Selbst die Kunstgeschichte wird von ihr 
auf diese Weise untersucht. Ihr Interesse gilt 
etwa Yves Klein, der sich mit dem Immate-
riellen beschäftigte und mit nur 34 Jahren 
an den Folgen eines Herzinfarkts starb. „Er 
schien sich auf den Tod vorzubereiten, als ob 
er das biologisch spürte. Er hatte einen reli-
giösen Bezug zum Himmel und realisierte 
viele blaue Werke, die für ihn die Erfahrung 
des Verschwindens als Eingang in eine ge-
schichtliche Unendlichkeit verwandelten“, 
sagt Rosenkranz. Sie lässt Kleins Blau auf ei-
nem Flachbildschirm auftauchen, druckt di-
gitalisierte Formen seiner Gemälde und stellt 
Rettungsdecken aus Folie, wie sie für die Erste 
Hilfe verwendet werden, als Skulpturen aus.

Die Künstlerin ist damit das Gegenteil ei-
nes esoterisch angehauchten Biofanatikers, 
der sich aus der Stadt zurückzieht und seine 
Seele im Spiegel der Natur erkennen möchte. 
Sie beschäftigt sich mit den Schnittmengen 
zwischen Medizin, Technik und Körperkult, 
in der der Mensch seine Lebensbedingungen 
neu definieren und seinen freien Willen be-
haupten muss. Antje Stahl

LINKS
Pamela Rosenkranz „Firm Being 

(From the Venice Series)“, 2010, PET-
Flasche, Silikon, Pigment, Maße 

variabel

RECHTS
Pamela Rosenkranz „Bow Human“, 
2012, Mixed Media, Maße variabel

UNTEN
Pamela Rosenkranz „More Stream“, 

2012, Mixed Media, 118 x 
75 x 50 cm
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Something I have in front of me every day is my computer screen,  
the Retina display of my Apple MacBook Pro. Blue light corresponds 
to the morning sun that stimulates vitamin D production and wakes  
us up. The reddish light of evening, on the other hand, is important 
for the production of melatonin �  a hormone that makes us sleepy.  
I have an app that gradually filters the blue light out of the screen 
towards evening until it glows a dark shade of red, stopping the screen�s 
blue light from counteracting nightfall and destroying my circadian 
rhythm. Since I started using the app, I get tired earlier, go to bed 
earlier, and get up earlier in the morning.

It is strange that the point from which we see others� expressions 
is itself so expressive. Unlike other organs, the eye appears so  
vulnerable, complex and beautiful that religious opponents of the 
theory of evolution have considered it proof of divine creation. Even 
Charles Darwin admits in On the Origin of Species (1859) that it 
seems absurd to think of the eye as having been shaped by evolu�
tion. Today we know that our eyes can be traced back to the very first 
vertebrates, fish�like creatures 420 million years ago whose visual 
experience must have consisted more or less exclusively of blue light.

If we spend too long looking at our screens, the whites of our 
eyes turn red as the blood vessels in the conjunctiva dilate to 
increase oxygen flow. There are �blue� eye drops that make them 
white again. Clean, white eyes look young and unstressed.

The surface of the eye must be kept wet. Tear fluid consisting  
of oil, water and mucins cleans and moistens the eyes. Feelings  
of both sadness and happiness can trigger a flood of tears. The 
chemical composition of tears caused by emotion is said to be differ�
ent from that of ordinary everyday tear fluid. Emotional tears contain 
more protein�based hormones, including prolactin that triggers 
parental instincts, and it seems that the pheromones contained in 
tears inhibits libido and has a calming effect.

If we only see each other via our screens, then the scent of  
tears is no longer any use. Over time, our eyes will probably become 
even more red. Or as Lindsay Lohan recently tweeted: �I wish  
I could cry blood. It would be so much more effective.�
Translated by Nicholas Grindell

Pamela Rosenkranz is an artist who lives and works in New York  
and Zurich. Her solo show My Sexuality was recently on view  
at Karma International in Zurich. She will represent Switzerland  
at the 2015 Venice Biennale.

Was ich wirklich t� glich vor mir habe, ist der Screen meines  
Computers, im Moment das Retina� Display meines Apple Mac�
Book Pro. Blaues Licht entspricht dem Sonnenlicht am Morgen, 
das Vitamin D bildet und uns weckt; r� tliches Licht am Abend  
ist hingegen wichtig f� r die Produktion von Melatonin, das uns 
schl� frig werden l� sst. Ich habe eine neue App, die gegen Abend  
allm� hlich das blaue Licht aus dem Screen herausfiltert, bis er nur 
noch schwarz� rot leuchtet. Sonst zerst� rt der blaulichtige Screen 
meinen circadianen Rhythmus und verdr� ngt die Nacht. Seit  
ich die App verwende, werde ich also fr� her m� de, gehe fr� her  
schlafen und stehe fr� her auf.

Es ist merkw� rdig, dass der Punkt, von dem aus wir sehen,  
selber so sehr auf seinen Ausdruck angewiesen ist. Das Auge 
erscheint im Gegensatz zu unseren anderen Organen so bloss,  
kompliziert und sch� n, dass religi� se Gegner der Evolutionstheorie 
es als Beweis f� r die g� ttliche Sch� pfung begriffen. Selbst Charles 
Darwin gab in On the Origin of Species (1859) zu, dass es absurd 
scheint, das Auge als von der Evolution geformt anzuschauen. 
Heute weiss man, dass sich unser Auge auf die allerersten Wirbel�
tiere zur� ckf� hren l� sst. Fische vor 420 Millionen Jahren, die  
vom Aussehen her Haien ge� hnelt haben mussten. Diese erglotzten 
erst mal mehr oder weniger nur Blau.

Wenn wir zu lange in unsere blauen Screens starren, werden 
unsere Augen rot um die Iris. Die Blutgef� sse der Bindehaut  
weiten sich, da sie st� rker durchblutet werden m� ssen. Es gibt 
blaue Augentropfen, die sie wieder aufhellen. Saubere, wei� e  
Augen sehen jung und unbelastet aus.

Das Geflecht des Auges muss st� ndig bew� ssert werden.  
Lacrima aus � l, Wasser und Mucinen reinigt und befeuchtet die 
Augen. Gef� hle wie Trauer, aber auch Gl� ck, k� nnen einen Schwall 
von Tr� nen ausl� sen. Angeblich unterscheidet sich die chemische 
Komposition von Tr� nen, die emotionell verursacht wurden, von den 
steten, allt� glichen Tr� nen. Emotionale Tr� nen sind auf mehr pro�
teinbasierten Hormonen aufgebaut, wie zum Beispiel Prolaktin, 
einem Brutpflegeverhalten ausl� senden Hormon, und anscheinend 
senkt der Geruch von Tr� nen den Sexualtrieb und beruhigt uns.

Wenn wir uns nur noch � ber Screens sehen, nutzt der Duft der 
Tr� nen nichts mehr. Dann werden unsere Augen mit der Zeit viel�
leicht noch r� ter. Oder wie Lindsay Lohan k� rzlich twitterte: � Ich 
w� nschte, ich k� nnte Blut weinen. Es w� re so viel wirkungsvoller.�

Pamela Rosenkranz ist K� nstlerin. Sie lebt und arbeitet in New York 
und Z� rich. Zuletzt war bei Karma International in Z� rich ihre  
Einzelausstellung My Sexuality zu sehen. Im Sommer 2015 wird sie die 
Schweiz bei der Biennale in Venedig vertreten.

W�hlen Sie einen Gegenstand aus Ihrem  
Lebens� oder Arbeitsumfeld,  

der f�r Sie von besonderer Bedeutung ist 

Choose a single object of special  
signi�cance from your  

working or living environment

Pamela 
Rosenkranz
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S
ie ist aus der Generation jung und 
hungrig. Ehrgeizig und erfolgsori�
entiert. Ein Digital Native ist sie 
und weiblich. Und man muss ihre 
Kunst nicht verstehen, um zu ver�
stehen: Hier tut sich etwas! Das ist 
die Bilderbuchkarriere einer Bilder�

buchsch�nheit: Pamela Rosenkranz. Kein nationa�
les K�nstler�Rating kommt mehr ohne sie aus und 
kein Kurator, der sie nicht kennen muss. Sie ist die 
Gl�ckliche, die n�chstes Jahr den Schweizer Pavil�
lon bei der Kunstbiennale in Venedig bespielen 
wird. Dabei ist sie erst 35 Jahre jung, fast einmalig 
jung f�r diese Aufgabe und den eidgen�ssischen 
Kunst�Oscar. Nur Emmanuelle Antille war noch 
j�nger, 31 Jahre alt, als sie 2003 in Venedig ihr 
Angels Camp zeigte. Ein schnelles, fr�hes Leuchten 
einer Blitzkarriere. 

Doch diese Pamela Rosenkranz ist kein Shoo�
ting�Star, sie ist eine strategische Netzwerkerin. 
Die K�nstlerin ist ausdauernd, fokussiert, sie hat 
ein Ziel vor Augen. Wenn sie �ber ihre Arbeit 
spricht, legt sie jedes Wort auf die Goldwaage, um 
es, einmal gesagt, sofort infrage zu stellen. Oder zu 
pr�zisieren. � ber ihre Person spricht es sich offen�
bar leichter. Denn sie wei�, was sie will. Und was 
sie interessiert: Philosophie, Medizin, Politik � und 
Identit�tsbilder.

Dazu geh�rt, dass sie die Kontrolle nicht aus den 
H�nden gibt, sei es die Ver�ffentlichung ihrer Portr�t�
bilder � auch bei diesem Artikel, eine Herausforde�
rung f�r den Fotografen � oder ihrer Zitate. Die Spiel�
regeln bestimmt sie. Und damit wird auch den letzten 
Skeptikern und ihren fr�hen Kritikern klar, zum 
Beispiel jenem Professor an der Kunsthochschule in 
Bern, dessen vernichtendes Urteil Rosenkranz bis 
heute gen�sslich zitiert: Hier ist eine junge Frau ganz 
einfach cleverer, selbstbewusster, ganz einfach ambi�
tionierter als der Durchschnitt. Hier kennt eine die 
Bedingungen des Netzes und des Markts; und sie 
benutzt beide als ihre Arbeitsgrundlagen. Hier denkt 
eine wie eine Amerikanerin, n�mlich global und in 
die Weite, und handelt wie eine Schweizerin, n�mlich 
lokal und in die Tiefe: dort, wo sie lebt und arbeitet. 
Im Moment sind das Z�rich und Spiez im Berner 
Oberland, wo ihre Eltern leben. 

Doch der Moment ist fragil. Alles soll anders 
werden: Der definitive Umzug nach New York ist 
geplant, endlich. Dann ist sie k�rzlich Mutter eines 
Sohnes geworden, und seit der Bekanntgabe ihres 
Venedig�Adelsschlages wird sie mit Anfragen �ber�
h�uft. Doch das ist noch kein Grund, nerv�s zu 
werden. Denn in einer Hinsicht ist sie eine typische 
Eidgenossin: Pamela Rosenkranz ist stur. Sie l�sst sich 
nicht beeindrucken. Nicht vom Erfolg und nicht vom 
Gegenteil. Sie sagt, mit sch�ner Direktheit: �Ich 
glaube an Kunst. Sehr.�

Dass sie K�nstlerin werden w�rde, war ihr 
schon als Kind klar. Stoisch hat sie deshalb als Stu�
dentin den Kommentar ihres Professors, Ulrich 
Loock, zu ihrer Master�Arbeit pariert: �Diese 
Kunst geh�rt zum Schlechtesten, was ich je gese�
hen habe!� Und stoisch arbeitet sie heute trotz 
h�chsten Ehren kontinuierlich weiter an ihrer 
Laufbahn. Es ist eine Rei�brettkarriere seit allem 
Anfang, das l�sst sich nicht verhehlen. 

In Phase eins war sie die hyperaktive Berner 
Studentin, die Dinge ausstellte, die beim gro�en 
Publikum, aber auch in der kleinen Welt der 
Hochschule auf Ablehnung stie�en. In Phase zwei 
war sie eine junge Schweizer K�nstlerin, deren 
konzeptuelle Arbeiten vor allem in Amerika ge�
sammelt wurden. Der einflussreiche Schweizer in 
New York, Gianni Jetzer, stellte sie 2008 am New 
Yorker Swiss Institute (SI) aus. Offenbar so erfolg�
reich, dass er dies 2011 wiederholte, und zwar an�
l�sslich des Umzugs des SI an die neue beste Lage 
an der Wooster Street in SoHo. Jetzer offerierte 

Rosenkranz die Er�ffnungsausstellung der neuen 
R�ume, und selbst die New York Times gab sich die 
Ehre und besprach das Ereignis eingehend. Gianni 
Jetzer kuratiert inzwischen die Ausstellungs�Platt�
form Art Unlimited, seit 2012 Teil der weltweit 
wichtigsten Kunstmesse, der Art Basel.

In der Schweiz geh�rten der Z�rcher Unterneh�
mer Hans Bollier sowie der einflussreiche M�zen 
Thomas Bechtler und seine Walter A. Bechtler�
Stiftung zu ihren ersten Sammlern. Kuratoren er�
schn�ffelten f�r sie die neue K�nstlerin. Nicht zu 
vergessen in dieser Anfangsphase: Rosenkranz �ber�
zeugte die gleichaltrige Kunsthistorikerin Karolina 
Dankow, ihren Off�Space zur markttauglichen Ga�
lerie auszubauen. Heute gilt �Karma International� 
als Highflyer, mit Dankow und ihrer Gesch�ftspart�
nerin Marina Leuenberger an der Spitze. Die Vor�
zeigek�nstlerin Rosenkranz pr�sentiert man auf allen 
wichtigen Messen der Welt, auch bei der Art Basel 
und Hongkong. Dort waren dieses Jahr zwei ihrer 
Arbeiten zu sehen, sie kosteten je 30 000 Dollar. Ob 
sie verkauft wurden, bleibt ein Geheimnis. Die Ga�
lerie gibt dazu keine Auskunft. 

Was hat Pamela Rosenkranz, 
was andere nicht haben?

Entscheidend in dieser fr�hen Phase ist auch die 
F�rderung durch die Nidwaldner Kuratorin Ale�
xandra Bl�ttler, die Rosenkranz seit 2006 beobach�
tet. Bl�ttler z�hlt zu den jungen und einflussreichs�
ten Kunst�Seismografen des Landes und wurde 
2011 von der Eidgenossenschaft, 2013 auch von 
der Stadt Z�rich mit dem Kunstvermittlerpreis 
ausgezeichnet. Sie bot Rosenkranz sehr fr�h ein 
zweij�hriges Atelierstipendium in der Z�rcher 
Stiftung BINZ 39 an, einem Trainingscamp f�r 
k�nftige Kunstexporte. Als Co�Kuratorin brachte 
Bl�ttler die K�nstlerin bereits 2008 ins Kunsthaus 
Z�rich in die wegweisende Ausstellung junger 
Schweizer Kunst, Shifting Identities. Noch im sel�
ben Jahr konnte Rosenkranz sowohl an der 8. 
Berlin Biennale als auch an der Manifesta 7 teil�
nehmen. Und in dieser entscheidenden Phase 
widmete ihr die Kunsthalle Basel die erste Solo�
schau in der Schweiz. 

Dies f�hrte 2013 zu einem Auftritt in Venedig. 
Zu diesem Zeitpunkt befand sich Rosenkranz bereits 
auf dem Radar des m�chtigen Kurators und Talent�
scouts Klaus Biesenbach vom Museum of Modern 
Art (MoMA) in New York. Man konnte das in dieser 
Zeitung lesen. Biesenbach traf auf die Arbeit von 
Rosenkranz in ihrer New Yorker Stellvertretung.

2014 nun ist Phase vier der Karriere. Die 
K�nstlerin steht vor dem finalen Durchbruch und 
� berflug: Als Schweiz�Repr�sentantin in Venedig 
soll sie beweisen, dass sie das Zeug hat, mit Welt�
k�nstlern mitzuhalten. Eine mutige Entscheidung 
des Komitees. Man pr�sentiert die Kunstschweiz 
nicht in Igelhaltung, sondern in weltoffener und 
dynamischer Stimmung. 

Doch was ist es, was Rosenkranz hat und ande�
re nicht?

Was ihre Kunst hat, das kann man benennen: 
Sie ist pure Verstandesarbeit. Hat das dazu gef�hrt, 
dass man Rosenkranz in der Berner Zeitung bereits 
als Studentin, die ihre Diplom�Arbeit in der lokalen 
Kunsthalle zeigen konnte, als �k�nftige Stark�nst�
lerin� bezeichnete? Philippe Pirotte, den Direktor 
der Kunsthalle, z�hlt Rosenkranz jedenfalls bis 
heute zu ihren �Supportern�. Die K�nstler David 
Weiss und Peter Fischli sind oder waren es auch: 
Weiss hat Rosenkranz gesammelt, und Fischli kennt 
die K�nstlerin seit ihren Anf�ngen. Aus dieser Zeit, 
den Jahren nach der Kunsthochschule, hat die 
K�nstlerin die Erfahrung behalten, dass Widerstand 
ihren Widerspruch herausfordert. �Ich finde es 
interessant, dass mein Werk solch intensive Polemik 

ausl�sen kann.� Dass Peter Fischli heute im Aus�
wahlkomitee f�r Venedig sitzt, wird ihr nicht ge�
schadet haben. 

Aber wieso kommt dann einer wie Professor 
Loock dazu, das, was Rosenkranz zeigt, als mit das 
Schlechteste, was er je gesehen habe, zu bezeichnen?

Ihre Kunst riecht nach Wissenschaft, 
aber genauso nach Esoterik

Abgesehen davon, dass ihre Arbeiten aus Blut und 
Wasser gemacht sind, aus Hautersatz oder Haut�
imitat. Ungeachtet dessen, dass sie den mensch�
lichen K�rper infrage stellt, Sporthysterie, Kon�
sumwut. Weibliche Identit�ts� und Rollenmuster. 
Rosenkranz arbeitet mit Hautfarben und mit 
Spandex, sie f�llt Kunstblut oder hautfarben pig�
mentiertes Silikon in PET�Flaschen. Sie beamt die 
Erde als Rorschach�Test auf die Wand, eine ver�
stohlene apokalyptische Warnung. Und es gibt 
Wandarbeiten, f�r welche sie Stretch�Jogginghosen 
in Sportb�lle spannt als leuchtende, fluoreszieren�
de Insignien. Das Allerneuste: Sie behauptet in ei�
ner Arbeit, dass unsere Kultur gepr�gt sei von ei�
nem Katzen�Parasiten. Eine Installation mit den 
Farben Rot und Blau und einem Duftstoff bringt 
die Infektion Toxoplasmose und unsere Sexualit�t 
auf einen Nenner. Rosenkranz suggeriert, dass wir 
sexuell von einem Einzeller bestimmt sind. Ist das 
�schlecht�? Nein, es klingt blo� nach verkopfter 
Theorie. Tats�chlich aber sind Rosenkranz� Arbei�

ten sexy. Doch auf eine subversive Art und Weise: 
dank ihrer Intellektualit�t.

Pamela Rosenkranz ist ausgestattet mit einem 
Sensorium f�r Fake, K�nstlichkeit und Manipula�
tion. Und f�r das desolate Verh�ltnis von Mensch 
und Natur. (Wer wissen will, ob ihr Name echt sei, 
nat�rlich ist er das. Ein j�discher Name zwar, doch 
eine waschechte Schweizerin. Ihre delikate Na�
mensbiografie f�hrte dazu, dass sie sich heute als 
�unpathetisch Identit�tslose� beschreibt.) Das ist 
wie alles bei ihr gleichzeitig spannend und ero�
tisch, riecht nach Wissenschaft, aber genauso nach 
Esoterik. Doch keiner k�nnte benennen, worum 
es hier wirklich geht. Ihre Kunst deutet an und 
unterl�uft Interpretationen. Denn ihr eigentliches 
Medium ist nur scheinbar die Skulptur, die Papier�
arbeit, Video und Installation. Ihr bevorzugtes 
Ausdrucksmittel ist das Denken.

Rosenkranz ist ein Wissens�Junkie und ver�
schlingt regelm��ig Unmengen an Theorien aus 
der Medizin oder der Philosophie. Descartes� 
Tochter will es wissen. Und sie verdaut ihr Wissen 
in Form von Kunst. �Spekulativen Realismus� 
nennt man die Denkungsart, der sie angeh�rt oder 
der sie, wie ihre Galeristin sagt, sogar pionierhaft 
voranging. Wer zu den Bescheidwissern geh�ren 
will: Der Spekulative Realismus versteht sich als 
Ausstieg aus der Postmoderne.

Aber reicht das? Nein. Ohne einen ganz be�
sonderen Mann w�re Rosenkranz heute nicht die, 
f�r die man sie h�lt. Es ist der Pole Adam Szymczyk. 

Er ist seit 2003 Leiter und Chefkurator der Kunst�
halle in Basel und wurde im vergangenen Novem�
ber zum k�nstlerischen Leiter der Weltkunstaus�
stellung in Kassel, der Documenta 14 gew�hlt. 

Szymczyk ist wichtig, er ist ma�gebend, er ist 
eine der entscheidenden Pers�nlichkeiten der 
Kunstwelt. Die New York Times bezeichnete ihn 
2011 als �Superstar unter den Kuratoren�. Szymczyk 
stie� auf  Rosenkranz oder Rosenkranz auf 
Szymczyk, hier widersprechen sich die Erinnerun�
gen, 2008 anl�sslich der 5. Berlin Biennale, die je�
ner mitkuratierte. Man soll sich auf Anhieb ver�
standen haben. Er, interessiert an konzeptuellem 
Biss und an Reduktion, sie mit scharfem Blick auf 
Denk� und Wissenssysteme. Szymczyk lud Rosen�
kranz in Basel in eine Gruppenausstellung ein, ein 
Jahr sp�ter erm�glichte er ihre erste Soloschau in 
der Heimat. Eine K�nstlerin innerhalb von zwei 
Jahren zwei Mal zu bevorzugen ist ein starkes 
Statement. Denn auf die Kunsthalle Basel blickt 
ein Welt� und einflussreiches Sammlerpublikum. 

Szymczyk ist kein Mann der gro�en Worte. 
Man bezeichnet ihn als scheu, doch unbestechlich. 
Dass er die emotionale Distanz von Rosenkranz� 
Kunst ganz besonders sch�tzt, wundert nicht. 
Wenn er urteilt, dann auch mit innerem Abstand, 
analytisch, k�hl, man wird von ihm keine Super�
lative erwarten. Doch bei ihr spricht er von �Span�
nung�, von �Potenzial� und �Unkonventionalit�t�. 

Und das sind Pr�dikate, die aus seinem Mund 
nach einem Versprechen klingen. 

Mit Biss 
und Konzept

Pamela Rosenkranz ist der neue Stern am helvetischen 
Kunsthimmel. Auf der heute er�ffneten Art Basel 

kann man ihre Werke kaufen, und n�chstes Jahr wird sie den 
Schweizer Pavillon bei der Biennale in Venedig bespielen. Aber hinter 

diesem Aufstieg steckt ein Masterplan VON DANIELE MUSCIONICO

10   SCHWEIZ

Pamela  
Rosenkranz

Die Person
Geboren 1979 in Altdorf, erwarb 
sie 2004 den Master of Fine Arts 
an der Hochschule der K�nste 
Bern und studierte Vergleichende 
Literaturwissenschaft an der 
Universit�t Z�rich. Sie lebt und 
arbeitet in Z�rich und Spiez.

Die K�nstlerin
Pamela Rosenkranz geh�rt zu den 
�Spekulativen Realisten�. Ihre 
Kunst ist Verstandesarbeit. Der 
Wissens�Junkie arbeitet mit so 
unterschiedlichen Materialien wie 
Kunstblut, Duftstoffen, Spandex 
oder pigmentiertem Silikon.

Die Karriere
Die Galerie Karma International in 
Z�rich zeigt die Soloshow �My 
Sex u al i ty�. Bis zum 22. Juni ist 
Rosenkranz zudem auf der �Liste� 
der Art Basel zu sehen. 2015 
bespielt sie den Schweizer Pavillon 
auf der Biennale in Venedig.

Bilderbuchschönheit mit Bilderbuchkarriere: Die Künstlerin Pamela Rosenkranz
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Werke von 
Pamela Rosenkranz: 
»Loop Revolution«, 
die Erde als 
Rorschach-Test auf 
eine Wand gebeamt 
(links). »Firm Being 
(Stay Neutral)«, 
PET-Flasche mit 
Silikon und 
Pigmenten (rechts)
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Bei fast allen Atelierbesuchen,  
die ich in der Vorbereitung auf 
meine Ausstellung Speculations on 
Anonymous Materials gemacht 
habe, kamen die Gespr� che auf 
das Thema des Spekulativen  
Realismus. Mit ihm scheint end�
lich die Postmoderne � berwunden. 
Die spekulativen Realisten  
brechen mit Kant, befreien das  
Denken von der Abh� ngigkeit des 
Subjekts und erm� glichen eine 
Individualisierung der anonymen 
Dinge. Sicher kann sich das Sub�
jekt nur seiner Sinnesfelder sein, 
der Rest bleibt der Spekulation 
� berlassen. Analog zu diesem 
Denken, steht die origin� re Bild�
genese f� r viele der in der Aus�
stellung vertretenen K� nstler  
und K� nst lerinnen nicht mehr  
im Zentrum ihrer Arbeit. Die  
Aus einandersetzung mit bereits  
existierenden Bildern, Objekten 
und R� umen wird zum entsubjek�
tivierten Ort der Reflexion.  
Die K� nstler und K� nstlerinnen 
versuchen, die Welt aus der 
Abstraktion zu begreifen und 
nicht die Abstraktion aus der 
Welt. Sie n� hern sich den Dingen 
prozesshaft und seriell und  
reflektieren sie auf diese Weise �  
denn allein in der variierenden 
Spekulation k� nnen die anony�
men Materialien des technologi�
schen Wandels gedacht werden.

The topic of Speculative Realism 
came up continuously in almost  
all the conversations I had  
with artists in preparation for my  
recent show, Speculations on 
Anonymous Materials. It seems 
this movement has finally heralded 
a shift beyond the Postmodern. 
The Speculative Realists break 
with Kant, liberating thought from 
its dependency on the subject and 
enabling an individualization of 
anonymous things. The sensory 
field is the only thing a subject  
can be sure of; all else is left to 
speculation. In theoretical proxim�
ity to this, many artists in the 
exhibition divest themselves from 
the centrality of generating  
original images. Engagement with 
pre existing images, objects and 
spaces becomes a desubjectivized 
site of reflection. The artists 
attempt to derive an understand�
ing of the world from abstraction 
rather than an understanding of 
abstraction from the world.  
They approach things, and reflect 
these things through process and 
seriality �  it is only in variational  
speculation that the anonymous 
materials of technological flux can 
be conceived and contemplated.

1
SPEKUL ATIVER REALISMUS / 

SPECUL ATIVE REALISM

Trouvaille

Susanne Pfeffer stellt Dinge vor, mit denen  
sie sich im Vorfeld ihrer ersten Ausstellung in 
der Kunsthalle Fridericianum besch�ftigt hat

Susanne Pfeffer shares what interested  
her in preparing her �rst exhibition at the  
Kunsthalle Fridericianum

Ein zentraler Bestandteil der 
Arbeiten von Michele Abeles,  
Trisha Baga, Aleksandra 
Domanović, Josh Kline und 
Sachin Kaeley sind H� nde.  
W� hrend sie in Bagas 3D� Filmen 
oder den Pigment drucken von 
Abeles die Grenzen zwischen 
Hinter�  und Vordergrund, realer 
und digitaler Malerei, Fotografie 
und Photoshop markieren,  
fungieren die Silikonh� nde von 
Kline, welche verschiedene 
Devices halten, als individuelles 
Portr� t und Prototyp zugleich.  
Im w� rt lichen Sinne digital sind 
die Malereien von Kaeley.  
Seine zun� chst digital und flach  
erscheinenden Bilder geben sich 
bei genauerer Betrachtung als  
mit dem Zeigefinger gemalte,  
pastose Gem� lde zu erkennen.  
So geht Kaeley zum lateinischen 
Ursprungs des Wortes zur� ck: 
digitus �  der Finger. Der Gebrauch 
und die Bedeutung unserer 
H� nde haben sich in den letzten 
zwei Jahrzehnten ver� ndert. Bei 
der Benutzung unterschiedlicher 
Ger� te sind sie permanent im 
Blickfeld und unentwegt sind die 
Finger in Bewegung. Die einstige 
Unterscheidung zwischen unserem 
K� rper und seinen technologischen 
Erweiterungen verschwimmt 
zusehends; ebenso scheint die 
Trennlinie zwischen k� rperlicher 
und geistiger Arbeit, Hand und 
Kopf, aufgeweicht zu werden. 

Hands are a central component in 
works by Michele Abeles, Trisha 
Baga, Aleksandra Domanovic�, 
Josh Kline and Sachin Kaeley. 
Hands mark the boundary between 
background and foreground, mate�
rial painting and digital painting, 
photography and Photoshop  
�  in Baga�s 3D films or Abeles�  
pigment prints, for example. 
Kline�s silicone hands, which hold 
various devices, function simulta�
neously as both portraits and  
prototypes. Kaeley�s paintings are 
literally digital in the sense that 
his images, which initially appear 
as if they have been digitally 
manipulated, are pastose canvases 
made with an index finger. Kaeley�s 
method harks back to the Latin 
origins of the word digital: digitus 
�  the finger. The use and meaning 
of our hands have changed over 
the last two decades. Manipulating 
a range of devices, they perma�
nently occupy our field of vision, 
and fingers are in constant motion. 
The old differentiation between 
our body and its technological 
extensions grows noticeably hazy, 
just as the dividing line between 
corporal and intellectual labour, 
hand and head, seems to diminish.

2
H� NDE / HANDS
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4
3D-PRINTS

3D� Scans und � Drucke haben 
bereits vor einigen Jahren Einzug 
in die k� nstlerische Praxis gefun�
den. Oliver Laric arbeitet derzeit 
zusammen mit The Collection und 
der Usher Gallery im englischen 
Lincoln an einem gigantischen 
Projekt. Er scannt mittels profes�
sioneller 3D�Technologien die 
komplette Sammlung ein, von 
arch� ologischen bis zu zeitgen� s�
sischen Artefakten. Dabei ist es 
grundlegend f� r ihn, kunsthisto�
rische und materielle Hierarchien 
zu ignorieren und alle Werke 
ebenb� rtig zu behandeln. Die 
Sensation liegt aber in der sp� te�
ren � ffentlichen Verf� gbarkeit  
der 3D� Scans. Jeder Interessierte 
kann sich die Werke auf der 
Homepage des Museums anschau�
en, sie herunter laden und frei  
nutzen. Im Februar 2014 l� uft das 
Patent f� r das Lasersintern aus 
und die Anschaffungskosten f� r 
3D� Drucker werden rapide sinken. 
Spannend bleibt, wie sich die  
Prosumer verhalten werden und 
ob �  beziehungsweise wie �  die 
physische und haptische Aneig�
nung von Artefakten die Rezep�
tion von Kunst ver� ndern wird.

Recent years have seen the use of 
3D scanning and printing in artistic 
practice. Oliver Laric is presently 
collaborating on a mammoth pro�
ject with The Collection and Usher 
Gallery in Lincoln, England. Using 
3D technology, he is scanning the 
museum�s entire collection, from 
archaeological to contemporary 
artefacts. Laric considers it funda�
mental that all art historical and 
material hierarchies be ignored, 
giving equal importance to each 
work. The real difference, however, 
is in making these 3D scans acces�
sible to the public. The works will 
be available to view on the muse�
um�s homepage, download and  
use unrestricted. In February 2014, 
the patent on laser sintering will 
expire, and the cost of purchasing 
a 3D printer will plummet. It will 
be fascinating to see how people 
react, not to mention whether �  
and how �  the reception of art will 
be changed by the physical and 
haptic appropriation of artefacts.
Translated by William Wheeler

T R O U V A I L L E

Die gegenw� rtige Auswahl an 
Mineralwassersorten ist immens, 
von Fiji Water (� Perfected by 
nature. Untouched by man� ) � ber 
SmartWater (� Vapor� distilled. 
Inspired by the clouds Ö � ) bis zu 
Volvic (� Trinken Sie ein St� ck 
Natur� ) oder Evian (� Live young� ). 
Wie diese Slogans bezeugen, 
geh� rt Mineralwasser zu den psy�
chologisiertesten Produkten der 
Lebensmittelindustrie. Ungeachtet 
der enormen Transportwege und 
der in den Plastikflaschen enthal�
tenen Weichmacher werden Rein�
heit und nat� rliche Unber� hrtheit 
suggeriert. In den Arbeiten von 
Trisha Baga, Josh Kline und Pamela 
Rosenkranz werden Transparenz 
und K� rperlichkeit, Ideologie und 
Materialit� t von Plastikflaschen 
gegeneinander ausgespielt. So 
wird bei Rosenkranz die aufwendig 
gestaltete Transparenz in ihrer 
symbolischen Erweiterung  
nat� rlicher Unber� hrtheit grob 
derangiert �  gef� llt mit einer  
viskosen Mixtur aus Silikon und 
in der Filmindustrie gebr� uch�
lichen Kunsthaut�  Pigmenten. Das 
befremdliche Resultat konfrontiert 
uns mit der Vergegenst� ndlichung 
eines gespaltenen Konsumenten�
k� rpers: auf esoterische Selbst�
optimierung justiert und zugleich 
wissenschaftlich vermessen,  
reguliert, dosiert.

The current range of bottled water 
brands is immense, from Fiji Water 
(�Perfected by nature. Untouched 
by man�), to SmartWater 
(�Vapour�distilled. Inspired by the 
clouds � �); from Volvic (�A sip  
of nature�) to Evian (�Live young�). 
As these slogans demonstrate, 
bottled water can be counted as 
one of the beverage industry�s 
most psychologized products. 
Regardless of their astronomically 
long shipping routes and the  
presence of plasticizers in bottles, 
suggestions of purity and the 
unspoilt manage to shine through. 
In the works of Trisha Baga, Josh 
Kline and Pamela Rosenkranz,  
the transparency and corporeality, 
ideology and materiality of water 
bottles are played against each 
other. Rosenkranz�s symbolic 
expansion of natural purity coarsely 
deranges this painstakingly 
designed transparency �  which 
becomes filled with a viscose  
mixture of silicone and skin�tone 
pigments used in the film�industry. 
The disconcerting result confronts 
us with the reification of a split 
consumer body: esoterically 
attuned to self�optimization and 
scientifically measured, regulated, 
and dosed.

3
WASSERFL ASCHEN /  

WATER BOTTLES

Susanne Pfeffer ist die neue k� nstlerische Leiterin der Kunsthalle  
Fridericianum in Kassel. Zuvor war sie von 2007 bis 2012 Chefkuratorin 
der KW Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin. Ihre erste Ausstellung  
im Fridericianum, Speculations on Anonymous Materials, ist noch bis  
26. Januar 2014 zu sehen.

Susanne Pfeffer is the new artistic director of Kunsthalle Fridericianum  
in Kassel. Prior to this, she was chief curator at KW Institute for Contem�
porary Art in Berlin from 2007� 12. Her first exhibition at the Fridericianum, 
Speculations on Anonymous Materials, runs until 26 January 2014.
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Matthew Hassell, “Pamela Rosenkranz’s No Core from JRP|Ringier,” NY Arts, September 9, 2013 
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Hyper-

Materiality

Alisa Baremboym, Soft Screw (detail), 2012 
Courtesy of 47 Canal, New York. Photography by Joerg Lohse
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h y per-m at er i a l i t y

From their shared concern with 
the blur of organic and inorganic, 
Pamela Rosenkratz and Alisa Baremboym 
discuss physicality versus technology 
and the shifting boundaries between  
our bodies and the external world. Interview by Ruba Katrib

Pamela Rosenkranz, More Stream, 2012 
Courtesy of the artist; Karma International, Zurich; and Miguel Abreu 

Gallery, New York. Photography by Gunnar Meier
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 The work of artists Alisa Baremboym and Pamela Rosenkranz deals with the redistribution of what constitutes 
the organic and the inorganic—situations in which synthetic materials could look more like bodily substances, 
and the body appear more mechanical. Both artists make use of materials that are increasingly ubiquitous 
as a result of new industries and technologies, but that are also very synthetic and strange. This past fall, I 
asked Baremboym and Rosenkranz to participate in an exhibition I curated at SculptureCenter in Long Island 
City, New York. “A Disagreeable Object” touched on contemporary art practices that could be connected to 
the work of the Surrealists. In organizing the exhibition, I was thinking about current manifestations of the 
uncanny and the informe in response to shifting ideas about commodities and the body. This conversation 
considers their practices in relation to these approaches.

Alisa Baremboym

 What we can internalize and externalize gives us the abil-
ity to adapt to the present conditions we experience. A 
certain transformation happens in these interactions, and 
our perceptions of our own bodies are in constant flux. 
Also there is no longer a line between organic compo-
sition and appendage. I think these appendages exist 
somewhere between hardware and software, fully inte-
grated and functioning along with us. My practice, in part, 
is informed by this pollution of surfaces and contradiction 
of materialities.

Ruba Katrib

 Each of you refers to the human form in your work. How-
ever, instead of representing the form directly, you speak 
to a certain condition of physicality that is increasingly 
tied to technology and commercial products, which seems 
to create a heightened sense of disembodiment. How do 
you see this fragmentation playing out in your work?

Words by 
Rebecca Geldard
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Pamela Rosenkranz

 I am interested in how various forms of contemporary 
knowledge, technology, and the economy develop our 
perception of the body. A part of my work centers around 
skin as the interface between the body and its environ-
ment. Taking skin as the medium per se, the economically 
codified and technologically extended surface collapses 
into the organic depth of this body as an evolved, natu-
ral product generated by blind and anonymous physical 
forces and biological processes. My work tracks how 
scientific knowledge distorts and stretches the “artificial” 
image of the body, and how it undermines the meaning of 
identity that comes with this image. 
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RK It almost seems that the more scientific knowledge about the 
body is produced, and the more we can augment and alter the 
body through technology, the more abstract our experience 
of the body becomes. I am really interested in what you both 
are saying about how these lines between our bodies and the 
external world are shifting and, consequently, that our rela-
tionship to organic and inorganic material is changing as well. 
Pamela, could you talk a little bit about your use of Dragon 
Skin, a synthetic replica of skin? And Alisa, you work with a lot 
of gel emollients in your sculptures and print works—could you 
say something about that? As Pamela said, it is as if the material 
becomes an image in itself.

PR  Does it make it more abstract or more real? I don’t know. Both, 
probably. Current scientific and technological developments 
clearly alter the link between the body and its environment. 
Once it was unimaginable to implant a cardiac pacemaker—an 
artificial rhythm of what was believed to be the seat of the 
soul. And now there are headlines about a “prosthesis” of the 
brain—the organ which stores our innermost feelings, experi-
ences, memories, etc. These changes in our representational 
relations to our bodies, its flesh, blood, and organs, are—on 
the one hand—culturally processed in B-movies where Dragon 
Skin feeds fantasies by faking human skin, where bodiless 
limbs are alive, hearts are pulsating long after they have been 
ripped out of the torso, and zombies and vampires stay alive 
when dead. It’s a silicone used by the film industry to pro-
duce all these body parts that get stretched and splattered 
over the screen. On the other hand, Dragon Skin fills—in 
a culture where other silicones pump up bodies that are not 
looking fit anymore—the need to visually “complete” bodies 
that have been sick or hurt and or miss a part. It builds the 
functional and aesthetical surface of medical prostheses. 
  The function and fiction of this material spans a pretty 
wide range. I like how the imitation of skin is opening up the 
problem of abstraction. What’s the abstraction of skin: skin 
color? The monochrome solution is nothing like skin, but it ends 
up being more real and touching than the spotted, wrinkly, pig-
ment chart that it in fact is.

AB  I was thinking about how there are so many vague sub-
stances that we are in contact with and that we are not 
entirely conscious of. To a certain degree this has been the 
case for decades. Since the industrial revolution, humans 
have been susceptible to so many different refined ele-
ments not typically found in nature, and these are now 
being produced at an extremely accelerated rate. The 
environmental consequences of this are affecting how we 
interact with and use certain implements or tools for our 
everyday lives. This is what pushed me to search for this 
amorphous element, a substance that could hold a shape 
but had a shifting visual presence that was at once tactile 
and disorienting. The material became an abstract image 
in my mind, similar to the body itself. The human organism 
has always been abstracted by limitations of knowledge 
about its workings as well as belief systems about its tran-
scendence. The visual representation of this abstraction is 
maybe a more contemporary phenomenon but one that has 
shifted from being metaphysical to being more corporeal. 
 The gelled emollient I use is a substance derived 
from petroleum or crude oil that is developed in different 
consistencies and used by various companies for things as 
diverse as cosmetic products, animal feed, ointments and 
pharmaceuticals, among other uses. The vague terminol-
ogy and widespread use for this shape-shifting substance 
is related directly to this idea of the abstracted body. It 
is a body with not-yet-defined consequences, but a body 
with ominous tones of simultaneous extension and preser-
vation, as well as potentially overextended physicality of 

Words by 
Rebecca Geldard

Alisa Baremboym, Leakage Industries Clear Conduit, 2012. 
Courtesy of 47 Canal, New York. Photography by Joerg Lohse

Alisa Baremboym, Clear Conduit (detail), 2012 
Courtesy of 47 Canal, New York

Photography by Joerg Lohse
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abnormalities. I use this gel as a vehicle for materials such 
as silk and porous ceramic. The printed silk bonds with 
the gel to create a translucent surface. The porous ceramic 
interacts with the gel by soaking up and sweating out the 
mineral oils contained within it. This forced, biological 
cause-and-effect relationship is formed between the gel 
and the substances it fuses with. It’s an experiment of a 
living logic.

RK Commercial products are a major part of this conversation. Our 
relationship to products, as well as to materials, has certainly 
changed over the past hundred years. Pamela, you touch on 
this in your works, as in the water bottles filled with Dragon 
Skin. I think for you, by intervening into existing products, you 
reveal how these manufactured substances are integrated into 
our lives. With the water bottles, something as basic and pure 
as water has been packaged and marketed, which you explore 
in poignant ways. And Alisa, you are almost making new prod-
ucts out of existing materials. They suggest uses that we haven’t 
uncovered yet, but that are perhaps around the corner. Could 
you both talk about the use of products in your works? 

 

AB  I grew up with an understanding that almost anything 
could be customized. This kind of relationship to objects 
(and products) came about from witnessing a deficit of 
things needed for everyday life in the totalitarian regime 
of the Soviet Union. When something was needed, either 
it had to be engineered by you or your relative, or found 
through black market channels. On a basic level this per-
meated my practice. I recycle some products found in our 
contemporary world, such as USB extension cables, flash 
drives, or suitcase accessories, and reposition them in 
relation to ceramic sculptures. Fused, they become newly 
integrated altered objects. This abstraction of purpose or 
use value changes the way one approaches and interacts 
with them. Ceramic is a naturally porous organic material 
that absorbs synthetic materials, much like the body. I 
find that the intersection of the products of nature (such 
as ceramic) and machine-made products (such as cables or 
plastic) is slowly becoming what we consider to be organic 
or natural. In light of this fundamental shift in perception, 
these materials begin to function as natural resources.

PR  I work with specific brands—such as Evian or Fiji in the case 
of bottled water—to activate the history of the material sub-
stances in the product and contrast it with its idealized mean-
ing. In the case of my Fiji series I take on their copyright slogan 
“Untouched by Man,” for example. Their strategy is to adver-
tise the product as water from a source that has not yet been 
touched by “the compromised air of the 21st century,” but the 
bottled water becomes the essence of what actually constitutes 
that compromise.    

  I think it is important to collapse the notion of “culture” 
into a very large term for “nature.” The blurring of the distinc-
tion between natural and synthetic products highlights the fact 
that these plastic water bottles, or Samsung LCD flat screens, 
ASICS sneakers, etc., are embedded in a complex ecologi-
cal and geopolitical web that has successfully been extracted 
away from the ready-to-consume product. Consider, in the 
case of Samsung, the wars for oil and coltan being fought at 
this moment. Or, to return to the discussion of bottled water, 
there are particles that make plastics smoother that go into the 
drain system and back into rivers and seas. This contamination 
has effects on the hormonal balance: by mimicking estrogen, 
these chemicals are most likely responsible for girls menstruat-
ing earlier and boys growing less hair, alongside other more 
complicated consequences. Invisible, this water is still looking 
pure and wet but is in fact soaked with human influence. 
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Alisa Baremboym, Torque, 2013  
Courtesy of 47 Canal, New York

Photography by Joerg Lohse
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ERIK WYSOCAN IN CONVERSATION WITH PAMELA ROSENKRANZ

METROPOLIS M MAGAZINE JUNE / JULY 2012 

MAN AS COLOUR SPECTRUM

Erik Wysocan: I first became aware of your work last year at This Is Not My Color / The Seven Habits of 
Highly Effective People, the show with the artist Nikolas Gambaroff at the Swiss Institute in New York.  
If I’m not mistaken, this was a partial restaging of your earlier show in Venice titled Our Sun. That exhibi-
tion was framed by the rather apocalyptic state of the drowning city – a sinking condition that has become 
a prophetic vision of what’s to come for Manhattan in the next century (according to the climate models). 
Did you have the sense, being in New York, that the financial capital of the US is on a slow decline into the 
sea?

Pamela Rosenkranz: ‘When I was living in New York some years ago, I was actually quite drawn to compar-
ing the two cities because of that literal fact. For the project Our Sun, I wanted to take a direct and realistic 
approach to the romanticized image of light playing on the floodwaters of a drowning city. I looked at the 
phenomena of sunlight and water from the perspective of a human ‘domestication’ of these elements¬ – 
adored equally in religion, art, and holiday culture – distilling them down to the colours of blue, gold and 
silver and the monochrome versions of so-called ‘skin colours’. 

‘This is not my Color in New York featured the topic of water, taking the colour chart of Evian as the 
basis for working with the commercial brand identities of water. I had also worked with this theme in my 
earlier project The Most Important Body of Water is Yours – a reference to one of Evian’s famous slogans. 
This examination of natural water as merchandise, which has been advertised as a product for health and 
beauty, revolves around my concerns with the representation of the contemporary body. The idea that water 
can clean the body from the inside and purify it with its ‘virgin’ quality is brought to a boil… including the 
misguided assumptions about detoxification.

‘Capitalism has become such a power of nature itself that in 2008 a formal proposal was presented to 
the Geological Society of London to make the ‘Anthropocene’ – the term used to indicate the period in 
which industrialization began to have an effect on Earth’s evolution – an official unit of geological time. My 
ideas extended from the obvious implications like the greenhouse effect and the looming shortage of drink-
able water to the nightmarish conspiracy theories of pole-caps melting that tip the planet out of its balance 
and eventually even out of its orbit. 

‘Venice is a typical short-stay destination – it is impossible to tell if those PET bottles that seesaw in 
the dirty canals were carried in from distant places or if they were bought from the wide selection of inter-
national brands sold by the city’s shops. The local characteristics used to distinguish the many global water 
brands, like their geologically determined mineral balances, reach out to the privileged travellers as tiny little 
bodies of ‘nature’. That inspired the work Firm Bodies: bottles filled with skin-coloured silicone, functioning 
like a short-circuit that reduces the idea of water into an absurd mantra where one is drinking a skin-toned 
milky liquid, something like a homogenized solution of one’s own body.

‘These ideas about colours and commodities are informed by a recent development by scientists of the 
so-called “brainbow”, a specialized colour system created to visualize the sanctum of our subjectivity: think-
ing itself. Neurons of mice are dyed in the RGB colour spectrum – the same that composes a television 



screen – and when new synapses are created, different thoughts are labelled by different colours. Since every 
mental state of the subject can be increasingly treated in mere biological terms and now visualized in its ac-
cording tints, life and death, which may define the subject’s consciousness, are now linked to a set of colour 
labels for existential feelings, put into place by science.’

EW: In the catalogue for Our Sun there was a text by Reza Negarestani, the prominent (and somewhat 
mysterious) Iranian philosopher. How did you come to work together? 

PR: ‘I noticed Reza’s work in the magazine Collapse and then, while reading his book Cyclonopedia: Com-
plicity with Anonymous Materials (2008), I realized how much my ideas about Venice and its connection 
with the Middle East correspond with his writing about nature and culture and, especially, with his concept 
of “anonymous materials”. I think that it is more interesting to talk about art in terms of the material that 
determines the work, rather than the artist’s identity, and Cyclonopedia is doing that as meta-fiction.’ 

EW: You said earlier that there is a ‘conflict between the perspectives from our self-experience and sci-
ence’s increasingly advanced understanding of neurobiological or physical processes’. Perhaps this is a 
contemporary rendering of the classical mind/body problem? In the emerging field of quantum biology 
there have been efforts to resolve the impasse with a theory of the Quantum Mind. In a funny move, 
the mind/body distinction is reconciled through their unification under quantum information theory, 
while at the same time indicating that the answer may be fundamentally unknowable – not only from a 
philosophical point of view, but also from the perspective of physics. Could this be where Negarestani’s 
‘weird universe’ comes into play?

PR: ‘The “Quantum Mind” seems to be a quite disputed approach, and as far as I know it is a speculative 
theory that cannot be supported by experimental evidence so far. (This might be why physics touches on 
philosophy so much here.) I am of course not at all speaking against theoretical speculations in this regard, 
but I think that this concept infuses the mystery of quantum mechanics into the unsolved questions of 
how a physical brain can generate conscious experience. In general, people tend to like analogy more than 
the clear and neurobiological approach to the problem of consciousness, in the sense that analogy nurtures 
those emotional needs for comfort, which include our preference for imagining the larger universe as some-
thing dark, deep, and obscure. And I think that Reza would not give in to such romantic turns.

‘I am more taken by the act of thinking on a material basis. Every thought epigenetically – and there-
fore materially – changes the brain, and it needs fuel to do so. Thomas Metzinger speaks about this in the 
sense of a metabolic currency. He says that “If a biological brain wants to develop a new cognitive capac-
ity, it must pay a price. The currency in which the price is paid is sugar. And additional energy must be 
made available and more glucose must be burned to develop and stabilize this new capacity. As in nature in 
general, there is no such thing as a free lunch. If an animal is to evolve, say, colour vision, this new trait must 
pay by making new sources of food and sugar available to it. If a biological organism wants to develop a 
conscious self or think in concepts or master a language, then this step into a new level of mental complex-
ity must be sustainable. It requires additional neural hardware, and that hardware requires fuel. That fuel is 
sugar, and the new trait must enable our animal to find this extra amount of energy in its environment.”’1

EW: Is art implicated in this sort of metabolic economy? 



‘I think very much so. This might even be where we can locate the questions of art’s prima materia. Carbo-
hydrates and time to think might have substantially more in common with the beginning of art than the 
occurrence of clay and pigments. But that is pure speculation from my side now. 

‘To me, modern art can be to some extent described as using a psychology that centres the particular 
subject as the ultimate “experiencer” – infusing meaning into the world – as a form of a mystical idea of the 
self ’s continuity with nature. But if we take the findings of contemporary neurobiology into account, there 
seems to be no such thing as a self per se. The world is meaningless but the inventive self construes meaning 
in order to shape itself up for the evolutionary arms race of our brains – and the self is no fixed entity but an 
ever-changing process. Without saying that it is possible to destroy or necessary to eliminate our self, I am 
interested in the attempt to empty such given meaning; and to consider that even if it appears differently, it 
is generated by “meaningless” natural and material mechanisms.

‘In other words, if we take seriously the “truth” that science generates, and if we consider the political 
and social implications that a selfless subject might have, subjectivity becomes itself mere material. This was 
the reason why I started to work with Yves Klein as a model for the mythologization of the artist’s subjec-
tivity, to examine that figure – which so closely resembles the features of the contemporary individualist; 
and to look into the void of a meaningless universe where Yves Klein, or the artist, must be reduced to the 
physical interactions of neuro-chemical processes. I think the economy and culture that evolved into indi-
vidualism and the inflation of the self that went along with it were very much mirrored in Klein’s under-
standing of art and I think it is important to contrast this with our contemporary point of view. 

‘Harried by negative critics and most probably already suffering from physical weakness, he wrote in 
1961 in the famous Chelsea Hotel Manifesto: “That day, as I lay stretched upon the beach of Nice, I began 
to feel hatred for birds which flew back and forth across my blue, cloudless sky, because they tried to bore 
holes in my greatest and most beautiful work. Birds have to be eliminated.”2 Appropriating immaterial 
commodities like the sky and blurred by Christian hopes for absolution, Klein here seems to have regarded 
the birds that cross ‘his’ skies as a mere stand-in for evolution theory. A direct descendent of dinosaurs, the 
bird as species might have unconsciously reminded him too much of the natural origins of history and the 
meaninglessness of natural selection.’

1. Thomas Metzinger, Ego Tunnel (Basic Books, New York 2009) p. 43.
2. ‘The Chelsea Hotel Manifesto’ (New York, 1961), in: www.yveskleinarchives.org/documents/chelsea_
us.html



Pamela Rosenkranz, “Deathlessness or Jen, Jeans, and the Genes,“  

essay published in Société Populaire (New York: Halmos, 2012), pp. 59-66

DEATHLESSNESS 
OR 
JEN, JEANS, AND THE GENES
Pamela Rosenkranz, 2012

 

I fled, bizarre, a person condemned to wear probably 
mourning for the inexplicable Penultimate. 

Stéphane Mallarmé, “The Demon of Analogy”

Blue was apparently the favorite color of the project direc-
tor of Viagra, the famous pill formulated for the enhanced 
potency of an endless youth. He is not the only one.

When light from the sun reaches the earth’s atmo-
sphere, longer wavelengths — the warmer lights of red, 
orange, and yellow — pass through, while the shorter rays 
of the color blue get absorbed by gas molecules and dis-
persed across the skies. These blue rays color the skies 
above and reflect the oceans beneath them. This is how 
blue set the stage on which it would play the leading color 
in the evolution of our eye: The earliest of our ancestor 
species to develop photosensitivity were aquatic, and only 
two specific wavelength ranges of electromagnetic radia-
tion — blue and green visible light — can travel through 
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water. So when life began to perceive light, and with it, the 
difference between depths and heights, this new visual 
sense for space attracted certain species to these lights of 
the heavens, creating the physical and metaphysical drive 
to slowly bubble up to the surface, to finally take land, and 
once and for all to meet the ultimate restrictions of gravity 
on their growing pads.

We seem to know these stories implicitly, but we tend 
to forget that our vision, like our other sense organs, is not 
abstract, but is very much influenced and shaped by the 
long natural history of the species that preceded human-
kind. In fact, as a result of this heritage, we still perceive 
much more of the colors blue and green than any other 
color that our eyes are able to perceive. And this physical 
ability is very likely responsible for blue being the favorite 
color of the majority of people across the world.

But there is another, more literal sense to Viagra’s 
chromatic branding: The drug has an inhibiting effect on 
an enzyme present in photoreceptive cells, causing a de-
polarization of the rod cells and a higher light sensitivity 
– a side effect called ‘Blue Vision’. An overdose of the blue 
pills can cause permanent staining of one’s vision with fair 
blue clouds. Which makes an absurd enough association to 
another sexual stimulus that nature created for a seemingly 
meaningless privilege: The Baby blues. Until around eight 
thousand years ago, everyone had brown eyes. Then the 
first person started to branch into a nowadays half-billion 
and counting blue-eyed crowd. So far the only explanation 
seems to be that blue irises are a physical feature that fe-
male humans first developed to attract sexual partners for 
reproduction.
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***

The heavens, as embodied by the blue sky, are the 
place where many religions ‘see’ humans go after they die. 
Likewise, the French artist Yves Klein’s preference for the 
color blue seemed to be inextricably related to his seeming-
ly anticipated ‘disappearance’. As Klein was a fervent Chris-
tian esoteric, the blue of the skies might have meant much 
more to him than the gates to successful sexual reproduc-
tion—even though he ended up smearing his lady models 
with blue all over, with pigments mixed in heavy solvents, 
and using them as female brushes. In this image it comes to 
the fore that blue works as a contrary color to the more pink 
and brown tints of their skin colors. As such, Yves Klein’s 
nameless models — so many bluets — would disappear into 
the chroma key enigma.

Klein appeared to be somewhat of a hypostasis of 
an artistic practice that revolved around himself exclusively. 
This form of subjectivity seems to express authenticity, but 
has been inflated by spiritual chauvinism and art’s young 
swings of messianic stardom. His death was supposed 
to be special; it was a perfect conservation of the picture 
that the man had created. Klein’s early death at thirty-four 
parallels the probable age of Jesus when he died, and it 
seemed to enhance his version of a self that wishes to die 
with a cause, to bubble up further and further to the skies 
of eternal remembrance. But cigarettes, amphetamines, his 
color pigments, and solvents became a fatal cocktail over 
the years. So that, with today’s knowledge, contemporary 
medicine disputes and dissolves the death of famous Yves 
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Klein’s Blues; what signified ‘immateriality’ to Klein is, in 
fact, a very material, general, and biological death.

***

The process of aging is itself a process of cellular decline. 
It appears, however, that we are continually hindering this 
process through the laws of natural selection. We grow old-
er and older – or, rather, we stay younger and younger over 
the course of time. In a chapter of Ontogeny and Phylog-
eny which elucidates ‘The Seeds of Neoteny’, a theory that 
explains the principles of the process that drives man to 
grow ever-younger features and a prolonged lifespan, Ste-
phen Jay Gould notes: ‘An ape arrested in its development; 
holding the spark of divinity only through a chemical brake 
placed upon its glandular development…’ And he cites Al-
dous Huxley’s After Many a Summer Dies The Swan: ‘There 
is a kind of glandular equilibrium… Then a mutation comes 
along and knocks it sideways. You get a new equilibrium that 
happens to retard the developmental rate. You grow up; but 
you do it so slowly that you are dead before you’ve stopped 
being like your great-great-grandfather’s fetus.’ 

Eyes get larger, the forehead morphs into a longer 
form, hair disappears, our voices are lifted, and we reach an 
ever-older age. But this strange evolution has not just af-
fected us, but has interfered with the progress of our clos-
est friends: the domesticated animals. When they adapted 
into dogs, wolves began to grow puppylike fuzzy fur, round 
torsos, large heads and eyes, and ears that hung down 
rather than stood erect. And cats only apparently started 
to ‘meow’ in adulthood, so as to become more attractive to 
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their hosts or human parents. These are all survival strat-
egies, which enhance the evolutionary fitness of pets as 
companions of humans that host them as living analogies 
of cuteness.

This very long-term process of stretching life by sim-
ulating youth seems to be one of the human brain’s instinc-
tive goals. Brooke Shields presented these advantages in a 
face overflowing with the warm sadness of a healthy teen-
ager with white skin and wet and glossy irises, in a 1980s 
commercial: ‘Occasionally, certain conditions produce a 
structural change in the jeans, which will bring about the 
process of evolution. This may occur in one or more of the 
following ways: Firstly, by selective mating in which a single 
jean-type proves superior and transmits itself to future gen-
erations. Secondly, by jean-drift, in which certain jeans may 
fade away while other jeans persist. And finally, by natural 
selection, which filters out those jeans better equipped than 
others to endure in the environment. This may result in the 
origin of an entirely new species, which brings us to Calvin’s 
and the survival of the fittest.’  

Her jeans are certainly wearing precious skin. But 
jeans in general made it officially to the other end of class-
es; they definitely held on to someone else than those bod-
ies they were containing originally. Still often blue, they are 
telling about the confusion that has occurred. The ‘worn-out 
look’—meaning expressive fades and scratches—requires a 
technique called sandblasting, that is responsible for dead-
ly lung diseases. But it is not just illness or death that pays 
the price for this kind of sex appeal. 

Cell decay, triggered by damaging substances, gets 
copied into the genes of the next generations, and the next, 
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and so forth. Epigenetics is a young branch of science that 
is dealing with the fact that the conditions we live in are trig-
gering something like the buttons of our genes; and when 
we procreate, these markers get fixed into the genes of our 
children. We don’t know much about it in detail, but there 
is evidence that grandchildren of smokers are, for exam-
ple, fatter, smaller and less intelligent than their peers; that 
those whose grandparents suffered hunger have a much 
higher risk of diseases such as diabetes and certain can-
cers; and that those that, on the contrary, enjoyed the ad-
vantages of healthy food, good education, and so on, will 
to some extent automatically live longer and even relatively 
longer when they would take up bad habits like smoking 
again. We inherit the conditions that our ancestors endured 
or enjoyed – so the feeling that World War II is still sitting 
in your bones is not simply esotericism. But when will the 
ghosts in our genes meet the ghosts in our jeans?

***

In the meantime, here is Jennifer Aniston wooing ironi-
cally for a water brand – ‘hydration you can feel’ – in your 
face and in your brain. Her hands have caught the bottle of 
smartwater — smart because it’s made that way. And she 
goes on a journey through the viral hot spots of YouTube. 
One of them, of course, is packed with puppies. It’s funny, 
Itzhak Fried, a UCLA neurosurgeon, reported some years 
ago to have encountered a neuron that responds excitedly 
to Jennifer Aniston’s features. The brains of epileptic test 
subjects were stimulated by pictures of celebrities. While 
the surgery on their conscious brain was performed in full 
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awareness, the patients were offered a picture of Aniston 
along with other celebrities. (It’s good that the brain does 
not feel its painfully opened mind.) And somehow a very 
special neuron that populates the deep space of grey mat-
ter for many people, strongly fired to the felt presence of 
Aniston’s lovely expressions, that the scientists were hold-
ing in their hands. Apparently, this same neuron was suspi-
ciously quiet when the neurons had to process pictures of 
other stars, humans or animals. 

We can trace these neurons firing to sculpt Aniston’s 
hair, her eyes, and her everlasting, painstaking smile. The ad 
is virally wiring a Jen into billions of minds for 2.46 minutes. 
Reproducing her over and over. Reproducing her vaunted 
infertility even. It is a neural celebration of a chosen self 
in every other three pounds of mind. As spirit in the bottle, 
we meet the hybrid self that the brains of smartwater cre-
ated with Jennifer’s material. The place of the nerve cell is 
grafted on top of the area where we get blue skies, lakes, 
blue eyes, and whatever appears bluer than it is. But still, 
what is water? Those lifting blue sips that run through our 
bodies everyday.

The water is the sky. Up there is the widest bright yon-
der we can see, and it laughs down on us in all its shades 
every single day. It is the dimension of our biggest natural 
illusion, the ultimate contrast to our skin-colored bodies. 
Humankind seeks to compare itself with the world; it has 
a need to identify itself with everything — be it an animal, 
gods, or the heavens. The same archaic communication lets 
us draw and think in images, and in the end, allows us to 
enter into the exchange of goods.



So who are these selves that sell us their analogy of 
blue; deprived of death, lifted, and elevated? Our vision un-
ravels them out of the blue soups to feel like lifting our own 
selves up. They are entertaining a message for the hungry I. 
Who sits behind your eyes? Thinking about how many pills 
one should take for the next fuck? But this is how we grow 
now. Entering the epigenetics of Viagra children. They will 
have the largest, the most absolute, and the bluest of blue 
eyes, ever. And that’s not an analogy. Sexy neotenic holo-
glows.
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Kunsthalle Basel, September 23 – November 11, 2012 

With the exhibition Feeding, Fleeing, Fighting, Reproduction Kunsthalle Basel presents the latest project by Swiss artist Pamela 

Rosenkranz (*1979). This exhibition will be her first institutional solo show in German-speaking Switzerland. 

Rosenkranz is interested in evolutionary mechanisms and processes, that seem to be the basis of how people are organized in a 

society. The artist is interested in the differences between body and mind, in human interactions, and in men’s relationship to 

nature. Rosenkranz explores these interests, utilizing scientific explanations that contradict our current notions of what it means to 

be human. 

Rosenkranz uses a variety of materials. The emphasis is on the naturalness of these materials, and to that end even PET 

(Polyethylene terephthalate) can be seen as a natural product. Even though they claim to be the most evolved of all organisms, 

human beings are just one of many elements on our planet. Everything created by humans is natural; in this way, the concept of 

“artificiality” is called into question. Rosenkranz’ thinking is influenced by a materialistic perspective that calls the subject into 

question. The artist annuls identity and gender differences; her position as a woman is likewise rendered meaningless. 

Rosenkranz’ works explore the various ways in which we define ourselves as human. They address fundamental human qualities, 

highlighting these and placing them in a partly new, partly familiar context. Even though the exhibition consists of individual 

works, it can be understood as one overall examination by Rosenkranz in which, themes and elements recur throughout the rooms 

of the Kunsthalle. In the first space of the Kunsthalle, the artist has installed a sink, which is the same as those found in the 

restrooms of the Campari Bar located in the adjacent rooms. The faucet is open and blue colored water flows permanently; its 

splashing against the ceramic sink makes a sound which superimposes itself upon the silence in the rooms. Strolling through the 

rooms, visitors will realize that the color blue is a recurring element. The evolutionary perception of blue within our visible spectrum 

was created at a pre-evolutionary stage when creatures only existed under the sea. Our sensitivity to this color has barely changed 

throughout the course of the history of humankind and we are still highly sensible for the wavelengths of blue than of all the other 

colors of the visible spectrum. 

On large-format prints behind plexiglass, Rosenkranz presents monotone blue surfaces based on the IKB works (International 

Klein Blue) by Yves Klein that were created at the end of the 1950s and downloaded by her as JPEG’s from the internet; for these 

monochrome paintings produced by the French artist, he invented and patented a specific blue tone, which increases the brilliance 

of ultramarine blue. The color of Rosenkranz’ pigment inkjet prints is based on the data information which contains colors that are 

subject to prevailing light conditions, scan settings, or photochemical conditions, etc. The prints are hand-mounted and due to the 

manual operation bubbles arise undermining Yves Klein’s idea of an intangible heaven, and the immateriality of the sky: as the 

bubbles become objects they challenge the concept of air being immaterial. 

In contrast with the color blue as Wild Blue Yonder (the fascination with the vastness of the sky) the color red represents physicality 

and the body. The color of blood next to genetic skin pigmentation is primarily responsible for skin tone. The red also shines 

through the white walls of the Kunsthalle, which have been painted with standard dispersion mixed with fake — or real — blood. A 

bottle of SmartWater filled with a liquid is set close to the pink wall. Is the content water or sillicon? Is it skin color? The work does 

not spell it out, and yet it refers to our desire to look fresh and eternally young. It is about the preservation of beauty, of purity as 

physical criteria of perfection. Health and fitness are two issues often recurring in Rosenkranz’ exhibitions, and here they come to 

the fore once again. 

Another new work in the exhibition focuses on the influence of color in decision-making. A seemingly random sequence of gigantic 

expanses of color is projected in the two last exhibition spaces of the Kunsthalle. The projection is accompanied by a computer-

generated voice called “Heather”. This voice repeats the words “Yes” and “No” – agreement and rejection – in every conceivable 

intonation available for the range of meanings offered by the voice program. At this point this work refers to a specific way in which 

colors have been used in the domain of science, especially in the so-called Brainbow project. This specific color spectrum is used by 

scientists and was developed while conducting experiments on mice to make their brain activity visible. The RGB color spectrum was 

used to color-code their neurons. Rosenkranz’ project in turn, is interested in knowing how existential human emotions can also be 

color-coded and how they can then be contemplated and categorized in a manner that is strictly analogous to colors. 



Pamela Rosenkranz’ approach is not based on a scientific interest as such. She works with findings and speculations culled not only 

from the natural sciences, but also from politics, history, philosophy, and popular culture. The exhibition Feeding, Fleeing, Fighting, 
Reproduction therefore can be thought of as a self-contained project that revolves around the conflict between scientific description 

and subjective experience. Furthermore, she also criticizes a conception of art, which puts the focus on the artist’s subjectivity, and 

she does this by confronting statements and explanations from contemporary science with prevailing notions of art, thereby 

radically negating the use of terms like ‘experience’, ‘identity’, and ‘gender.’ 

The exhibition is generously supported by Peter Handschin. Supported by Kanton Uri. 

Pamela Rosenkranz (*1979, Altdorf, CH) lives and works in Zürich, CH and Amsterdam. Rosenkranz graduated from the 

Academy of Fine Arts Bern with the Master of Fine Arts in 2004 and studied Comparative Literature at the University of Zurich in 

2005. In 2010 she participated at the Independent Residency Program at the Rijksakademie, Amsterdam. 

Solo exhibitions (selection): To you I would like to be Who, Tongewölbe T25, Ingolstadt (2011);This Is Not My Color / The Seven Habits of 
Highly Effective People, mit Nikolas Gambaroff, Swiss Institute, New York (2011); Untouched by Man, Kunstverein Braunschweig, 

Braunschweig (2010);No Core, Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève, Geneva (2010); Our Sun, Swiss Institute, Venice (2009);High Purity, 

Amden, Switzerland (2009); Unfade, Nuit Blanche, Centre Culturel Suisse, Paris (2008); Enter (Projectspace), Kunstmuseum Thun, 

Thun. Group exhibitions (selection): Man in the Holecene, MIT, List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge (2012); Insight - Outsight II, 

Städtische Galerie im Park, Viersen, Germany (2012); The Greater Cloud, Netherlands Media Art Institute, Amsterdam (2011); He 
disappeared into complete silence, De Hallen Haarlem, Haarlem, The Netherlands (2011); Unbounding and Crossing Over as Art, Kunstmuseum 

Liechtenstein, Liechtenstein (2011); Open Studio, Rijksakademie, Amsterdam (2011); How to Work (More for) Less, Kunsthalle Basel, Basel 

(2011); How to Work, Kunsthalle Basel, Basel (2011); Poste Restante, Artspeak, Vancouver (2011); Une Idée, une Forme, un Être - 
Poésie/Politique du corporel, Migrosmuseum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich (2010); The Real Thing, Tate Britain, London (2010); Big Minis, 
Fetishes of Crisis, Musée d’Art Contemporain, Bordeaux (2010); Declaración Anual de Personas Morales 2010, House of Gaga, Mexiko City 

(2010);Exhibition, Exhibition, Castello di Rivoli, Turin (2010); Fax, Art Museum Torrance, Torrance, California (2010); Of Objects Fields 
and Mirrors, Kunsthaus Glarus, Glarus (2010); Fax, Drawing Center, New York (2009); Reduction and Suspense, Kunstverein Bregenz, 

Bregenz, Austria (2009); Dragged Down into Lowercase, Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern (2008); Principle Hope, Manifesta7, Rovereto, Italy 

(2008); NoLeftovers, Kunsthalle Bern, Bern (2008); Vertrautes Terrain, ZKM Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (2008); Shifting Identities, Kunsthaus 

Zurich, Zurich (2008); When Things cast no Shadow, 5th Berlin Biennale, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin (2008). 
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Alles fließt
von Dietrich Roeschmann

Feeding, Fleeing, Fighting, Reproduction: Pamela Rosenkranz in der Kunsthalle Basel.

Wasser. Überall Wasser. Bis in die hinterste Ecke ist das Rauschen in der Kunsthalle Basel zu hören. In intensivem Blau schießt es gleich im Eingang zur Ausstellung
von Pamela Rosenkranz aus einem Hahn in der Wand und verschwindet gurgelnd im Becken darunter. Schwer zu entscheiden, was hier mehr irritiert: ist es die absurde
Komik dieses Liquid Loops im Kunstraum? Die feuchte Unruhe, die das Prasseln des Strahls im Saal verbreitet? Oder doch eher sein künstliches Blau, das wir zwar
gerne mit Wasser assoziieren, aber definitiv nicht im Glas haben wollen, wenn wir den Hahn aufdrehen?

Tatsächlich erweist sich Letzteres als Leitmotiv dieser Schau. Immer wieder leuchtet es hier blau in die aufräumte Leere der Kunsthalle – mal in Form einer
perlenschnurartig auf dem Boden ausgelegten Reihe von Viagra-Pillen, mal in scheinbar willkürlich in den Sälen verteilten Halbliter-PET-Flaschen oder – besonders
intensiv – von großformatigen, in Plastik eingeschweißten ultramarinblauen Prints, für die Rosenkranz JPEGs von Yves Kleins monochromer IKB-Serie aus dem Internet
lud. Was diese Arbeiten miteinander verbindet, ist dennoch mehr als das formale Element der Farbe. Mit ihrem Faible für reduzierte, leicht unterkühlte Inszenierungen
entwirft die 33-Jährige hier eine Art begehbaren Essay über die physiologischen, evolutionsgeschichtlichen und gesellschaftlichen Bedingungen des Sehens. Ihre
Arbeiten kreisen dabei zentral um die Frage des Brandings unserer Wahrnehmung durch Farben. Wer sich darauf einlässt, den belohnt die Ausstellung mit einer
abenteuerlich verwickelten, manchmal auch etwas verstiegenen Forschungsreise, die von den Anfängen der Entwicklung menschlichen Sehzellen über die künstlerische
Reinszenierung wissenschaftlicher Versuchsreihen bis hin zur Untersuchung der Funktion von Farben in den Marketingkonzepten der Potenz- und
Lebensoptimierungsindustrie führt. 

Pamela Rosenkranz
Kunsthalle Basel
Steinenberg 7, Basel.

Öffnungszeiten: Dienstag bis Freitag 11.00 bis 18.00 Uhr, Donnerstag 11.00 bis 20.00 Uhr, Samstag bis Sonntag 11.00 bis 17.00 Uhr.
Bis 11. November 2012. 
Kunsthalle Basel

Klicken Sie auf ein Stichwort Ihrer Wahl, um weitere Artikel zum Thema zu lesen:
Kunsthalle Basel | Pamela Rosenkranz
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m iguel abreu gallery  

 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: Pamela Rosenkranz 

B ec aus e  They Tr y to  B o r e  Ho l es  
   
Dates:   February 26 – April 15, 2012 
 
Reception:  Sunday, February 26, 6 – 8 PM 
 
 

 As the world submits more and more to the abstractions of capital, the interconnectivity of digital 
networks, and the promises of the experience economy, the body responds by lying down. 

 

                   —Alex Kitnick 
 

Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Sunday, February 26th, of Because They Try to Bore 
Holes, Pamela Rosenkranz’s first solo exhibition at the gallery. The show will run through April 15th and will 
feature new works that “take the form of paintings and sculptures, but do not themselves begin with these terms.”1 
Framed works produced with repurposed materials, such as adhesive mount hand-applied to blank Ilford 
photo paper, or various soft drink liquids mixed with Ralph Lauren latex paint covering inkjet printed paper, 
will be installed alongside sculptures made of hand-warped acrylic glass sheets and Ikea furniture parts boxed in 
their original cardboard packaging, itself painted in decorative shades of white. Throughout the exhibition, 
Rosenkranz confronts painting and sculpture’s traditional address to human-scale, alienating its convention 
through her material treatment of the objects at hand. 
 

As the title indicates, the show refers to Yves Klein’s statement in his ‘Chelsea Manifesto,’ that the birds passing 
across the bright Mediterranean sky above him "tried to bore holes in my greatest and most beautiful work,” that 
is, the blue sky itself! For Rosenkranz, Klein functions as the model for a brand of modern and contemporary art 
that firmly positions at its core the artist and his or her subjectivity. She displaces the seemingly subjectivist 
gesturality of her own work by openly reducing the signs it is capable of producing to their evolutionary and 
capitalist conditions of production. Through the use of fossil images, degraded to the point of illegibility by layers 
of brand name decorative paint and sugar-rich soft drinks, Rosenkranz’s works struggle to ground and  
undermine an idea of art that purports to transcend its immediate materiality. Mass-market consumer brands 
abound, rendering explicit the complicity between the artwork and its subsumption into an increasingly 
mystified field of corporate identities. Soft drinks, for instance point to the metabolic currency that underlies the 
conception, production, and perception of the artwork. The brain requires energy, she affirms, and therefore 
needs sugar to burn. In other words, glucose must be burned in order to generate, develop and view the work. In 
this sense, Rosenkranz collapses the potential meaning of an artwork to its meaningless material elements. And 
here it lies; and from here it goes. 
 
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 

Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 

Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 

                                                
1 Alex Kitnick, Mean Average (unpublished essay on the artist) 
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Pamela Rosenkranz
MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY
36 Orchard Street, 
February 26–April 15
Pamela Rosenkranz’s New York solo debut, “Because They Try
to Bore Holes,” features four freestanding hand-molded acrylic
glass panels that are hardly visible, save for the subtle optical
ripples they effect in the barely furnished exhibition space. Titled
“As One” (all works 2012), the series at once occupies and
activates the threshold between commercially available supplies
and artisanal goods. Similarly courting near disappearance, the
works of the show’s titular series, presented in thick white frames
on the walls, offer little more for aesthetic consideration than dabs
of adhesive mount on Ilford photo paper.

Two sculptures, Ultra Smooth Content (Nigerian Peony White)
and (Avalanche White), consist of packaged pieces of IKEA
furniture coated in Ralph Lauren house paint, serving up a
modernist off-white palette that thoughtfully complements the beige tiles in the gallery space. In these works, the
corporatized signature of a brand name supplants the authorial autonomy of the monochrome canvas, as made
emblematic by artists such as Yves Klein. Indeed, Klein and his International Klein Blue have inspired much of
Rosenkranz’s recent production. But rather than making claims for art’s transcendental qualities, Ultra Smooth
Content instead equates artistic agency with a consumerist impulse. Klein once referred to his Large Blue
Anthropophagy (Homage to Tennessee Williams), 1960—a canvas for which his assistants’ bodies acted as
brushes with IKB paint—as irrefutable proof that flesh can survive in the realm of the immaterial. Firmly grounding
this transubstantiation ritual in the context of a global market, which has liquefied distinctions between
individuals and products, Rosenkranz’s recent work reminds us that human bodies, in this phase of
dematerialized capital, amount to little more than traces, tenuous ripples in the austere abstractions on which
they are inscribed.

— Mathieu Malouf

View of “Because They Try to Bore Holes,”
2012.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY























Pamela Rosenkranz and Nikolas Gambaroff 
This Is Not My Color / The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People 
 
At Swiss Institute’s invitation, Pamela Rosenkranz (born 1979, lives in Zurich and Amsterdam) and Nikolas Gambaroff 
(born 1979, lives in New York) present their work together for the first time. Established in dialogue, the exhibition 
contains two interwoven shows with distinctive titles: This Is Not My Color (Rosenkranz) and The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People (Gambaroff).  
 
While none of the works in the exhibition actually present the human figure, their size, proportion, and posture reflect a 
common concern for the bodily.  Both artists also share an interest in the exploitation of painting but refuse to consider 
themselves painters. The works reflect a strategy that borrows from and critiques consumer industry’s marketing of an 
idealized self—one which can be attained through the purchase of commodities, from self-help books to mineral water. 
The core of the exhibition is the idea that the made-for-purchase person is an illusory construct, one that can be 
unpacked through scientific and philosophical analyses.  
 
Pamela Rosenkranz, This Is Not My Color 
Recent scientific experiments have demonstrated that our perception of color is a result of evolution. Pamela 
Rosenkranz investigates how such ideas undermine artistic production as such. In the series Firm Beings, plastic water 
bottles of Evian are filled with a product normally used to apply artificial patches on actors’ skin. The tones selected by 
the artist represent the flesh colors of predominant target groups for Evian. The combination of product and idea, 
surface and volume, skin and water, culminate in an abstract portrait of the human body in a bottle.  
 
Anthropomorphic proportions are re-iterated in all rectangular work in the show, where the size of blankets—typically a 
layer to cover the human body—establishes a standard format. The bright background colors of the framed series The 
Most Important Body of Water is Yours are borrowed from Evian and translated into the gay palette of spandex, a fiber 
used for sports clothing where stretch is desired. The four-part work openly plays with stereotyped Abstract 
Expressionism. But Rosenkranz has applied color through intermediary foil using a monotype printing process, creating 
distance between her and the surface of the work, thus eliminating a subjective expression.  
 
In the photo prints Because they tried to bore holes in my greatest and most beautiful work, the artist investigates Yves 
Klein’s color blue, YKB, an interesting example of color used as a distinctive artistic brand. She discovered a 
reproduction of a Klein painting online and downloaded it from three different sources, emphasizing minimal 
differences. Eventually she mounted the prints by hand, leaving a pattern of physical impact as an additional 
impression. 
 
Over my Brainbow (shown in the sublevel space) is a dual projection of flashing colors combined with an animated 
image. Brainbow is a scientific term used to describe the process by which individual neurons in the brain can be 
distinguished from neighboring neurons using fluorescent proteins. Rosenkranz’ monochromatic colors are blank 
screens filled with references.  In their midst, a film animation offers an almost intimate encounter with Michael 
Jackson. Rosenkranz has added a pair of gently blinking female eyes to the idol’s face, creating a vulnerable portrait au 
naturel of a human being who dramatically changed his skin color. 
 
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People  
Nikolas Gambaroff  (b. 1979, lives in New York) presents an updated version of the work, The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People, initially shown at Bergen Kunsthall in 2010. The title is borrowed from a highly successful self-help 
book. Each work is named after a chapter or “habit.”  In this iteration, some of the sculptures, such as Be Proactive 
(2011) or Sharpen the Saw (2011), are body-sized lampshades, which are placeholders for pieces that have been sold. 
Comprised of linen stretched over metal frames, the lampshades reference painting on a structural level and relate to 
the human body in their posture and size.  
 
Gambaroff concerns himself with questions of authorship, display, distribution, and reception. Though his painterly 
practice unfolds from a conceptual core, his multiple-access approach offers a wide range of combinations. In 
Synergize (2010), pieces of newspaper are bound together by italicized paint strokes, an index of the artist that is both 
personal and anonymous. By tearing off the top layer, he creates an inverted palimpsest that overwrites the 
broadsheet’s layout, transforming it into an abstract composition. This process of creation is precisely organized 
but guided by gesture. The installation of canvases as mise-en-scène destabilizes painterly praxis. Shown as 
assemblage, the artist combines them with domestic objects, thus positioning painting as a shield (Almost a 
palindrome, 2010), a shelf (Begin with the End in Mind, 2010), or a tabletop (Think-Win-Win, 2010) in off-wall 
installations. To even out the sloping floor of the gallery, self-help books figure as wedges, preventing the assemblages 
from falling apart. As with the actual canvases, Gambaroff's motifs and gestures are displaced and travel between 
different support structures. This fluency of references extends to mass-produced mugs marked with the trademark of 
the canvases; Gambaroff’s transfer of signs and supports is made multi-directional.  
 
Gianni Jetzer 



Pamela Rosenkranz and Nikolas Gambaroff
SWISS INSTITUTE

18 Wooster Street

September 15–October 30

Pamela Rosenkranz and Nikolas Gambaroff display works side by

side in their resepective shows, “This Is Not My Color”

(Rosenkranz) and “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People”

(Gambaroff), for the Swiss Institute’s first exhibition in one of

Jeffrey Deitch’s former gallery spaces. Twenty distinct pieces are

strategically positioned in conversation with one another in Swiss

Institute’s main space, and downstairs two projectors display

Rosenkranz’s disturbing work Over My Brainbow, 2011, a haunting

apparition of the Michael Jackson many will recognize from his

later years. In one projection, Rosenkranz has superimposed a

woman’s eyes over Jackson’s and they are taut, blinking, and

hyperaware; his pale skin glows next to the other projection, which

features a morphing rainbow’s ROYGBIV spectrum. The forced

intimacy, between the two projections as well as between the

viewer and the work itself, creates blatant discomfort and self-consciousness.

Both artists focus on the body as material and on the human figure as a reference point for closer philosophical

inspection. Joining the ranks of people who have battled external forces set on pigeonholing or oversimplifying their

existence, Rosenkranz and Gambaroff unveil the illusive notion of the human being as a prêt-à-porter item for

consumption by reminding the viewer that though human qualities and traits are often compartmentalized or

reduced in aesthetic objects, humanity remains irreplaceable. This is evident from the installation’s clean interior

design aesthetic, which, in its evocation of showcase rooms promoting new apartments (and of modern-day

domesticity in general), hints at the simultaneous appeal and danger of contrived plasticity. This point is further

made by specific materials present, such as Evian water bottles filled with a flesh-toned substance, and tall lamp

sculptures that stand alone, forcibly personified, on oversize rugs—placeholders for works previously sold. As such,

these objects, especially the lamp, bring up comparisons between the individual, vapid household commodity, and

artworks that are subject to liquidation. The exhibition suggests human beings are invaluable, as their wide array of

traits, ambitions, and foibles are not, despite attempts, easily mimicked or represented, and thus cannot be sold.

What it means to be human—that invitation to overused parody and abused metaphor—surfaces in these works, as

we perceive the coincidence of vacancy intermingling with the substantive, inciting an urge to both preserve

authenticity and to come to terms with the forged. Straightforward object or sly feint, organism or machine, original

or reproduction—the line between such spheres is inspected, along with the ways science and technology simulate

the real while expanding the unreal.

— Jacquelyn Davis

View of “This Is Not My Color / The Seven

Habits of Highly Effective People,” 2011.
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More information available
upon request

88 Eldridge Street / 36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 • 212.995.1774 •  fax 646.688.2302  
post@miguelabreugallery.com • www.miguelabreugallery.com
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